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By John Wight
May 23, 2017 "Information Clearing
House" -

crucifixions, eye gouging, and other
cruel and barbaric punishments meted
out in the Kingdom on a regular basis.

The sheer unreality of Saudi Arabia’s
King Salman, as he stood shoulder to
shoulder with President Trump during
the latter’s state visit to the country
recently, lamenting the chaos and
carnage in Syria, which he described as
having been “one of the most advanced
countries” prior to a conflict that has
wrought so much death and destruction,
the sheer unreality of this is off the
scale – and especially so considering
the role the Saudis have played in
Specifically, on what planet can Iran
providing material, financial, and
be credibly accused of funding and
ideological and religious support
supporting terrorism while Saudi Arabia to groups engaged in the very carnage
is considered a viable partner in the
in Syria as has just been unleashed in
fight against terrorism? This is precisely Manchester.
the narrative we are being invited to
There are times when the truth is
embrace by President Trump in what
not
enough, when only the unvarnished
counts as a retreat from reality into the
truth
will do, and in the wake of the
realms of fantasy, undertaken in service
Manchester
attack – in which at time of
not to security but commerce.
writing 22 people have been killed and
Indeed those still struggling to
60 injured – we cannot avoid the
understand why countries such as the
conclusion that neither principle nor
US, UK, and France consistently seek
rationality is driving Western foreign
to legitimise a Saudi regime that is
policy in the Middle East, or as it
underpinned by the medieval religious
pertains to terrorism.
doctrine of Wahhabism, which is near
Instead it is being driven by unalloyed
indistinguishable from the medieval
hypocrisy, to the extent that when such
religious extremism and fanaticism of
carnage occurs in Syria, as it has
Daesh and Nusra in Syria – those
unremittingly over the past 6 years, the
people need look no further than the
perpetrators are still described in some
economic relations each of those
quarters as rebels and freedom fighters,
countries enjoy with Riyadh.
yet when it takes place in Manchester or
The announcement that Washington
Paris or Brussels, etc., they are depicted
has just sealed a mammoth deal with its as terrorists. Neither is it credible to
Saudi ally on arms sales – worth $110
continue to demonize governments that
billion immediately and $350 billion
are in the front line against this terrorist
over 10 years – is all the incentive the
menace – i.e. Iran, Russia, Syria – while
US political and media establishment
courting and genuflecting at the feet of
requires to look the other way when it
(continued on Page 2…)
comes to the public beheadings,

T

he lack of a coherent antiterrorism strategy in
Washington and by extension
the West, as emergency services deal
with the devastating aftermath of yet
another terrorist atrocity in Europe –
this time a suicide bomb attack at a
concert in Manchester, England – has
been thrown into sharp relief during
President Trump’s tour of the Middle
East.

From Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/47118.htm
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governments that are exacerbating it – i.e.
Saudi Arabia, previously mentioned, along
with Qatar, Kuwait, and Turkey. Here, too,
mention must be made of the brutal and
ongoing injustice meted out to the
Palestinians by an Israeli government that
shares with the Saudis a doctrine of religious
exceptionalism and supremacy, one that is
inimical to peace or the security of its own
people.
Ultimately a choice has to be made between
security and stability or economic and
geopolitical advantage, with the flag of
democracy and human rights losing
its lustre in recent years precisely because
the wrong choice has been made – in other
words a Faustian pact with opportunism.
As the smoke clears, both literally and
figuratively, from yet another terrorist
atrocity, we are forced to consider how we
arrived at this point. And when we do we
cannot but understand the role of Western
extremism in giving birth to and nourishing
Salafi-jihadi extremism. Moreover, in the
midst of the understandable and eminently
justifiable grief we feel at events in
Manchester, it behooves us not to forget the
salient fact that Muslims have and continue
to be the biggest victims of this terrorist
menace, unleashed in the name of religious
purity andsectarianism, and that it is
Muslims who are also doing most to
confront and fight it, whether in Syria, Iraq,
Libya, or Afghanistan. It should not escape
our rendering of the issue either that what
each of those countries have in common is
that they have all been victims of the
Western extremism mentioned earlier.
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HEY! … ALL-OUT GLOBAL
THERMONUCLEAR WAR ISN’T
ALL BAD
by Michael Henry
’m afraid all you bleeding heart
liberals out there who wring their
hands in despair at the thought of
nuclear Armageddon, are in a small
minority. Sorry, but the latest data from
the IOLM Institute(1) has confirmed that
the average Australian interviewed
believes that the chances of an all-out
global thermonuclear war (AOGTNW)
are very small, and therefore it makes
no sense to worry about it. Furthermore
there is nothing we can do about it
anyway. And in any case such a war
will happen in countries a long way
away from us. Our lives will be pretty
much untouched. A fraction of those
interviewed believe that there is no
chance (0%) of all-out nuclear war,
while another small fraction believe that
it is inevitable (100%). The data is
shown graphically below.
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keep.
Here are just a few of the good
things that will come from
AOGTNW:
1.

NO MORE wars.

2.

NO POVERTY, NO Hunger and
EQUALITY for all.

3.

NO CLIMATE changes (not
that there was anyway).

4.

ABSOLUTELY NO taxes to pay
to the Government.
Guaranteed.

5.

CHEAP housing.

6.

NO BILLS to pay anyone.

7.

FEWER bad TV Programs.

8.

NO DEPRESSING news on TV.

9.

NO PESKY SALES calls on your
mobile phones or home
phones.

10. NO ELECTRONIC BULLYING by
phone or iPad or email.

11. NO HEAVY TRAFFIC on our
Now I don’t know any of you liberals
personally, I must say, and I don’t care
roads.
to really, but the reason I mention all
12. NO STRESSFUL JOBS you
this stuff is because of a conversation I
have to go to every day.
had some weeks ago with a very close
13. NO-ONE CLUTTERING up the
friend of mine, who happens to be a
beaches.
psychiatrist. Candy told me that an
increasing number of her patients are
14. NO BEING WOKEN up at 5am
needing therapy because of a deepto the sound of garbage
seated fear of thermonuclear war
trucks.
affecting the entire planet. We
discussed the pros and cons and came to Now that’s what I call a perfect
life. Don’t you agree?
the conclusion that all-out global
thermonuclear war isn’t all bad. Candy
References
is now advising her patients who have
It bears repeating: you cannot continue to
1. M. Paul Henry and C. Cane, Hassler
this affliction, and she reports great
Magazine, 23 (2017) 88.
invade, occupy, and subvert Muslim and
Arab countries and not expect consequences. success in setting their minds at rest.
2. Dr C. Cane, Island Of Lost
And when those consequences amount to the I now wish to explain the good things
Manuscripts, Mauritius, 22-345.
slaughter and maiming of your own citizens, that will come from AOGTNW. I do
the same tired and shallow platitudes we are not wish to dwell upon
ritually regaled with by politicians and
the other side of the
Number of respondents (Y axis) Versus %
leaders intent on bolstering their antiargument – I leave that
Chance They Think That AOGTNW Will Happen
terrorism and security credentials achieve
to the liberals among
(X axis)©
little except induce nausea.
us. All I recommend is
35
that you liberals go
Enough is enough.
30
and see Candy (2) for
25
John Wight is the author of a politically
peace of mind. At the
20
incorrect and irreverent Hollywood memoir –
15
same
time
she
can
cure
Dreams That Die – published by Zero Books.
10
He’s also written five novels, which are available you of being a liberal,
5
as Kindle eBooks. You can follow him on
which is not something
0
Twitter at @JohnWight1
you are born with, but
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
in fact learned from
This article was first published by Counterpunch
the bad company you
© IOLM Inc.
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EDITORIAL: ELECTIONS
Australia has signed the treaties to ban
Bad news and good news.
chemical and biological weapons,
nternationally, threats of nuclear war landmines and cluster munitions. As a
and of environmental crisis are
country that has experienced the
rising. The Bulletin of Atomic
devastating and long-lasting impact of
Scientists now have the doomsday clock nuclear testing, our Government must
at 2 and a half minutes to midnight.
now support a ban on nuclear weapons!
The ‘president’ of the ‘free world’
The Independent and Peaceful
Donald Trump has just sold A$147B of Australia Network (IPAN) is holding its
advanced military material to Saudi
4th national conference in Melbourne on
Arabia, the country, which all the
8–10 September. Speakers include
evidence points to funding the variants
Assoc Prof David Vine, author on US
of ISIS throughout the Middle East. The military bases around the world and US
Australian government is bragging about foreign policies; Sung-He Choi, a leader
the jobs to be generated by local parts
of the Jeju Island defence organisaton
production of the F35 fighter jet, and the that for many years has protested the
operation of Adani’s proposed
building of a naval base on their land in
Carmichael coal mine in Queensland.
South Korea; and many others who are
Sounds to me like workers are being
informed and active on peace, justice
employed to destroy life on the planet.
and independence for Australia and our
region. See advert in this edition of the
Both the Liberal coalition and Labor
newsletter.
continue to reaffirm Australia’s
obsequious alliance with the US and the
Other good news is the growing
Turnbull government has agreed to send demand that the Adani mine not
another 30 young Australians to
proceed. Australians are aware that
Afghanistan to make a total of 300 ADF burning coal anywhere in the bubble of
personnel there. This, as one of the
our atmosphere will exacerbate
deadliest bombs has exploded in Kabul, warming of the planet. With knowledge
killing 80, wounding hundreds and
comes power. This is the case regarding
traumatising many more, in the heart of a the arms industry and wars too.
city punctuated by constant checkpoints
Just Peace and our partner
and dense concentration of Afghan and
organisations through IPAN aim to raise
international forces.
public awareness so that citizens across

I
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The public call to Keep Australia out of
US Wars led to over 4000 people
signing the statement published in The
Saturday Paper on May 6th. Planning is
now underway for the IPAN National
Conference to be held in Melbourne
over the weekend of 8-10 September.
See advert in newsletter.
March
Just Peace forum
Donald Trump and the Decline of US
Empire A presentation by Barrister
Stephen Hegedus.
March in March- Just Peace assisted
with the organising of this rally for
social justice, peace and a safe and
sustainable environment. Over 500
people participated and Just Peace had a
stall where we launched the Move our
Money campaign designed to
encourage community dialogue on how
much of our precious taxes are spent on
wars as part of our subservient
relationship to the USA.
April


Logan Rotary invited Just
Peace representatives to talk about the
need for Australia to develop peace
promoting foreign policies.

Palm Sunday Rally to End
the Wars and bring Refugees here.
MAPW (Medical Association for the
Prevention of War) Brisbane
Interesting that at a recent military
Australia – and beyond – will also
representative Dr Danielle Viliunas
conference in Brisbane, Robert Hill, the demand an end to war and the
acted as MC and Just Peace Convenor
Howard government defence minister in profiteering of those in the industries
Ross Gwyther addressed the gathering
2003, expressed his doubts as to what
that sustain it?
of around 500 people. The march ended
success or winning would look like in
in St John’s Cathedral. Dean Dr Peter
JUST PEACE ACTIVITIES
the wars of the Middle East. “When you
Catt speaking at the rally and in St
say we can never set an end to these
January – the Brisbane IPAN groups
Johns. Very successful event.
conflicts, an end result, that scares me,
met to discuss planning activity for

Anzac Eve Peace Vigil- this
because we are everywhere together”
2017. Representatives from WILPF,
was the 3rd year we have held this
Hill said of the US and Australia. “I
Quakers, Just Peace, Western Suburbs
lantern vigil to shine a light of the need
don’t understand now what winning in
Ecumenical Group and individuals
to prevent war and to recognise the
Syria is, I don’t understand what
participated.
resistance of the 1st peoples of Australia
winning in Yemen is, or in Iraq. I think
to occupation by the British colonists.
February- Ross and Annette were the
Iraq is a tragedy to be frank!!”.
delegates to the IPAN Strategy planning Aboriginal Elder Sam Watson gave an
informative talk on the memorial art
But there’s also good news!
meeting over the weekend of 4/5th in
work created by Fiona Foley at the law
Sydney.
Delegates
were
there
from
NT,
More than 130 countries have begun
courts in Roma St. Paul Guard whose
NSW, VIC, ACT and QLD. Strategic
negotiating a treaty to outlaw nuclear
parents died on MH 370 over Ukraine
approaches
to
IPAN
goals
were
weapons, heralding the end of two
spoke on the tragedy of his family’s
formulated.
decades of paralysis in multilateral
nuclear disarmament negotiations. So
The Independent and Peaceful Australia loss and humanities loss through war.
David Bradbury filmed the Anzac event
far, Australia is standing with the nuclear Network in which Just Peace is very
and with some financial support has
armed states and boycotting the
active, has established itself as a
offered to provide us with a short film.
negotiations, despite overwhelming
respected peak peace body through
(continued on Page 4…)
public support internationally for a ban. being active visible and accountable.
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If anyone would like to donate to
the cost please send money via
bank transfer BSB 814282 acct
30385606.

Film Festival organised in
collaboration with Magda Artz.
screened The Coming War with
China Pilgers film along with
David Bradbury's latest, The
Darkest Hour and Larry Zetlin's,
Hell No We Wont Go.
May

May Day was celebrated
again in Brisbane with 30 000
thousand unionist and supporters
marching. Just Peace had a stall at
the exhibition grounds.

Just Peace 4 Palestine
Convenor Vikki Henry spoke at the
Al Nakba rally as over 2000
Palestinian prisoners in Israel
continued their hunger strike.
United Nations Assn Australia
Qld Branch
Just Peace has 2 representatives on
the committee, Vikki Henry and
Annette Brownlie.

A seminar was held early
in the year looking at the UN’s
sustainability goals. Very
interesting with town planners
discussing the good and the bad in
relation to environmental
sustainability.

UN Peacekeepers Day
27th May- Just Peace marched with
our banner along with UNAA
Young Professionals, Members of
communities who have direct
experience of peacekeeping in their
countries of origin.

Upcoming on Thursday
13th July the UNAA Q Just Peace
and Griffith Asia Institute are coorganising a forum at which Prof
Ramesh Thakur will speak in his
capacity as UNAA Ambassador for
nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation. More information to
follow.

Upcoming The Brisbane
International Day of Peace Lecture
Thursday September 21st. More
information to follow
Annette Brownlie
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MORE DELUSIONAL THINKING IN
AUSTRALIAN FOREIGN POLICY
By James O’Neill*
he Australian government’s
selective view of history and
capacity for self-delusion in its
foreign policy was on full display when
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop delivered the
Fullerton Lecture to the International
Institute of Strategic Studies in Singapore
on Monday 13 March 2017.

T

She called on the United States to “play
an even greater role as the indispensable
strategic power in the Indo-Pacific.” “It”
(the US) “is the pre-eminent global
strategic power in Asia and the world by
some margin,“ she said. The region was in
what she called a “strategic holding
pattern and waiting to see whether the US
and its security allies and partners can
continue to play the robust and
constructive role they have for many
decades in preserving the peace.”
Ms Bishop is being reported (SMH
14.3.17; ABC 14.3.17) as sending a “clear
message to China” saying that “domestic
democratic habits of negotiating and
compromise are essential to powerful
countries resolving their disagreements
according to international law and rules.”
One seriously questions what parallel
universe Ms Bishop and her government
are occupying.
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followed the names of more than half a
million (largely ethnic Chinese) citizens
who were then murdered.
One of the little appreciated facts of
history is that the US ambassador in
Indonesia at the time went on to be the
ambassador in Chile shortly before the
overthrow of the Allende government,
and then to Canberra shortly before the
overthrow of the Whitlam government.
Opposing US foreign policy can be
dangerous, even for supposed friends and
allies.
Following the 1954 Geneva Accords
that terminated the French occupation of
Indo-China, Vietnam was divided into
two parts. The US refused to allow the
southern part to hold free elections in
accordance with the Geneva Accords.
The most likely reason is that they
thought that Ho Chi Minh would win.
That gross interference triggered what
we are pleased to call the Vietnam War,
but what the Vietnamese more accurately
call the American War.
Millions of Vietnamese were killed or
wounded in that war, which did not end
until 1975 with the ignominious flight of
the Americans. There was huge
environmental damage through the
widespread use of the carcinogenic
Agent Orange among other forms of
chemical warfare.

Vietnam’s neighbours, Cambodia and
Laos, suffered massive bombing from
the US. Ordinance from that era is still
killing and maiming Cambodians and
Laotians. Perhaps needless to add, the
- Attempted to overthrow more than war against Laos and Cambodia was
50 foreign governments, most of them undeclared. It was labeled the “secret
democratically elected.
war” although hardly a secret to the
victims.
- Dropped bombs on more than 30
countries.
Further afield but still involving
Australians,
Iraq was invaded in 2003 on
- Attempted to assassinate more
multiple false pretexts and contrary to
than 50 foreign leaders.
international law. Unlike the British and
- Attempted to suppress a populist
the Dutch, Australia has refused to
or nationalist movement in more than
conduct a Chilcot style inquiry.
20 countries.
The disastrous consequences of that
- Grossly interfered in democratic
invasion are an ongoing problem, with
elections in more than 30 countries.
the rise of Islamic extremism only one of
Just to take some examples closer to home, the results. The new Trump
the United States overthrew the Indonesian administration seems determined to
repeat the disaster with Trump and other
government of President Sukarno in 1966,
senior administration officials making
with the active assistance of the British
open threats against Iran.
(Independent UK 1.12.98). The CIA
supplied to the Suharto dictatorship that
(continued on Page 5…)
According to research carried out by
William Blum (www.antiempirereport.com
17 March 2017) since the end of World
War 2 the United States has:
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CORAL SEA MYTHOLOGY

The Iraqi experience did not deter
either the US or Australia from
attacking Syria, another breach of
international law. The Australian
government lied about that
decision, and refused to release the
legal advice upon which it was
purportedly made.

Malcolm Turnbull's fictions

The most likely real reasons for
Australia’s willing participation in
other people’s illegal wars and
other ongoing disastrous foreign
misadventures were disclosed in
the recently released Palazzo
Report. (J. O’Neill
www.johnmenadue.com 1st March
2017). Palazzo makes clear that
the dominant foreign policy
consideration is to curry favour
with the Americans by paying what
might fairly be regarded as
insurance premiums against some
hypothetical future need.

By Binoy Kampmark
11 May 2017

T

he sea, and bodies of water, are as
good as any in creating myths. Out
of the water come creation myths:
the heaving gorgeousness of Venus,
emerging from raised foam, vitality
captured in the enduring painting by
Sandro Botticelli.
The idea of Australia being the subject
of a Japanese invasion, and the need to
have a muscular paternal Uncle Sam
moving in to save the day provide the
justifications for Canberra's official line on
the necessity of Washington's continued
presence in the Asia Pacific. That bosom
was most amply squeezed during the Battle
of the Coral Sea, which saw a relentless
string of Japanese successes checked by a
US-Australian force.

Quite how this sorry record (and
it is only a fraction of the full
horror) makes the United States the
“indispensable strategic power”,
or reflects “a constructive role in
maintaining the peace”, or even
“resolving disagreements
according to international law and
rules” is frankly baffling.

During the 75th anniversary
commemorations, a persistent theme
emerged: that the battle took place to
prevent an invasion of the Australian
mainland. Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull gave an ample demonstration
about how, in a desperate attempt to force a
point, history is airbrushed of its
complexity. In some cases, it is even
remade to impress audiences.

China might not meet Ms
Bishop’s standard of ‘democracy’,
but its role in such massive and
peaceful developments as the One
Belt, One Road projects; the
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership and the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
makes it more truly the
‘indispensable power’ than Ms
Bishop’s American centred
fantasies.

In a speech on May 1 in Townsville,
Turnbull laced his address with a few
points crying out for qualification. "The
pride of the US Navy had been sunk in a
surprise attack at Pearl Harbour." Little
wrong with that statement, apart from the
obvious, and critical point, that the attack
missed the carrier fleet which was
conducting manoeuvres at sea, a point
which was to prove invaluable for the rest
of the Pacific war.

The time has long since arrived
when Australia’s foreign policy
reflected the world we actually
inhabit and Australia’s national
security interests within that real
world.
Building a foreign policy on the
basis of a world that never was is
infinitely more dangerous and not
in Australia’s national interest.
*Barrister at Law and geopolitical
analyst. He may be contacted at
joneill@qldbar.asn.au

In the lead up to the Coral Sea
engagement, Japan had bombed the
northern Australian city of Darwin, taken
the Dutch East Indies, and the naval base of
Rabaul. Port Moresby was threatened, and
if taken, the empire of the rising sun
"would isolate Australia and take us out of
the war to be invaded at the convenience of
the new masters of the Pacific."
This is a stretch, but it is an elastic one
Turnbull is happy to take. The Japanese, he
claimed, had plans that had been
"discovered by American and Australian
code-breakers at the Fleet Radio Unit in

From On Line Opinion http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=19031
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Melbourne, coast watchers on the
Solomons and surveillance flights from
Queensland and Port Moresby." All this
suggested that the Empire of the Rising
Sun was gluttonously heading towards
the mainland.
This chestnut has proved to be a
particularly hoary one over the years. It
is one taken out to be roasted at "special"
events, usually at commemorations
where history matters less than structured
narratives of convenience, often
trumpeted by the Returned and Services
League of Australia.
The notion of imperilment and
vulnerability must be justified: to suggest
otherwise would be to challenge
Australia's losses during the conflict, and
its distorting alliance with the United
States. Works such as Bob Wurth's 1942:
Australia's Greatest Peril (2008) do little
to bring scepticism to the tale, making
the mistake that perception must be its
own, self-justifying reality.
In 2002, Peter Stanley, principal
historian at the Australian War
Memorial, an institution not renowned
for its radical thinking, spoke of irritation
about the invasion myth. "I'm sick of the
myth; it's time to knock it on the head. A
lie told for war time propaganda stays
with us."
While the Curtin government
fantasised in apoplectic panic about
Imperial Japan's intentions, a point
evident in cabinet meetings, Tokyo felt
otherwise. According to Stanley, there
was no Japanese invasion plan prior to
1942.
Even in 1942, drunkenly spurred on
by rapid successes in the Asia-Pacific,
discussions about invading Australia to
prevent it being used as a base for Allied
harassment never went beyond middleranking naval officers, some pickled by
seniority. "The plans got no further than
some acrimonious discussions."
The army command, more concerned
with keeping forces ready and strong in
Manchuria and China in the event of
Soviet invasion, scoffed at the idea as
one verging on lunacy. Ditto the naval
high command, accurately concerned
that any such an invasion would require
an enormous supply commitment
potentially unsustainable for the
Japanese war effort.
(continued on Page 6…)
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The focus, rather, was isolating, not
invading Australia. Such points were
recapitulated in Stanley's Invading
Australia: Japan and the battle for
Australia (2008), building on the
notion that Prime Minister Curtin had
been essentially in the business of
scaring, not reassuring, the Australian
public.
By April 1942, a point that
Turnbull actually misrepresents to his
unwary Townsville audience, the
broken Japanese codes revealed that
Tokyo had little intention of seizing
the continent. Curtin, wishing to keep
the levels of fear to their suitable,
motivating levels, preferred to keep
matters quiet as the battles continued
to rage. The Curtin in Wurth's
account goes even further, coming
across as paranoid and incapable of
trusting the intelligence dolled up to
him.
Australian vulnerability remains a
matter of necessary symbolism rather
than cold steel fact. It seems to have
found expression in the DNA of
every Australian prime minister since
Curtin, the gruel of consumption each
leader needs as he or she assumes
power. Never entirely self-assured,
Australian leaders have either leaned
on Britain with childish irritability or
the United States with a victim's
insensibility, desperately fearing
negation on the chessboard of
geopolitics.
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TURNBULL’S NETANYAHUBEERSHEEBA

the creation of the state of Israel ? This
beggars belief.

By Stuart Rees

The Balfour Declaration initiated
British support for the idea of a Jewish
homeland. The Declaration was
contained in a November 2nd 1917 letter
from the British Foreign Secretary,
Arthur Balfour, to Walter Rothschild,
leader of the British Jewish community.
Sent two days after the military success
at Beersheeba, there's no way that
Balfour could have known of the battle
let alone link Beersheeba to his
reference to a Jewish homeland.

10 April 2017

I

n late February, at a luncheon to
welcome Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin (Bibi) Netanyahu, Prime
Minister Malcolm Turnbull made a
forgettable speech.
Lacquered with treacle, full of false
claims, peppered with indifference to any
concern about justice, Turnbull spoke as
though he'd been briefed by Netanyahu's
Cabinet.
As long as readers don't easily become
nauseous, this speech is worth reading as a
document which represents hypocrisy,
develops fake news and endorses the idea
that political gain can be made through
deceit.
He starts with Herculean thunder as in
the claim that Australia and Israel have 'a
relationship forged in the crucible of
history.' Presumably that means that 1788
& 1948 were the same: Australia in 1788
an empty, uninhabited continent, Israel in
1948 'a land without a people for a people
without a land', hence the justification for
driving 700,000 Palestinians from their
homes and quickly erasing 500 villages
and towns from the surface of the earth ?

Freedom, Democracy, the Rule of
Law
Undeterred, Turnbull galloped on. 'Our
two nations share a commitment to
freedom, democracy and the rule of
law.'
There is little freedom for
Palestinians. The people of Gaza are
imprisoned. The millions marooned in
refugee camps cannot return to their
homes. Even to travel between one
West Bank town and another means
negotiating your way past numerous
military check points.

The oft repeated claim that Israel is a
democracy is a lie. Palestinian citizens
of Israel are denied rights to land and
property.Residents of the West Bank
In Turnbull's account of history,
are subject to mass arrests and
Australia and Israel have vitality derived
imprisonment in Israeli jails. They are
from the two young nations' optimism and deprived of shelter by a systematic
enterprise. There's no mention of
policy of mass house demolitions. They
indifference to international law, to the
are crippled by ongoing collective
scorn reserved for human rights coupled to punishments, expropriation and
Clinging with desperation to the
complete indifference to the suffering of
destruction of property, agricultural
coattails of a great power has also
Palestinians.
land and crops. The continued
made Australian politicians
establishment of illegal settlements,
Charge of the Light Brigade
disgraceful before their mighty
housing up to 700,000 illegal settlers,
patrons, idiotically smiling, as
At that point, jingoism takes over. The
represents ethnic cleansing which
Turnbull did before Donald Trump, in Australian Prime Minister sees himself on makes Palestinians refugees in their
th
their abode of power. Such figures are October 30 1917 in the uniform of the
own lands.
not so much guests as tolerable
Australia 4th light horse brigade in the
Boasting about Australia's and
vassals, required to do the fighting
attack on Beersheeba, known ironically as
Israel's
joint respect for the rule of law
and the dying when the United States the third battle of Gaza. Instead of fighting
Turnbull
manages to conceal the Israeli
demands succour in the grand game
the Turks, Turnbull deploys military
laws
which
ensure an apartheid system.
of empire.
imagery, presumably to deflect attention
from hostile opinion polls.
There's civil law for citizens of Israel,
Binoy Kampmark was a
residency restrictions governing
Commonwealth Scholar at Selwyn
In a manipulative version of history,
Palestinians living in Jerusalem, but
College, Cambridge. He currently
Turnbull announces that he'll be
lectures at RMIT University,
commemorating the capture of Beersheeba giving them no legal standing to
challenge Israeli law. There's military
Melbourne and blogs at Oz Moses.
from the Ottoman Turks nearly one
law governing Palestinians living under
hundred years ago, 'as one of the
© The National Forum and contributors 1999occupation and in refugee camps, and a
foundations of our relationship'. The
2017. All rights reserved.
charge of the light brigade contributed to
(continued on Page 7…)
From On Line Opinion http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=18959
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Law of Return which permits every
Jewish person to emigrate to Israel and
obtain Israeli citizenship yet denies the
same protection to Palestinians.

Page 7
concern for human rights is displaced by
reverence for cybersecurity, for trade, for
business investment and for cooperation
between Australian and Israeli universities.

AUSTRALIA-AS-CONCIERGE

Water as a Weapon

by Michael McKinley

Such apparent indifference to justice is
Still on horseback, apparently exhilarated, coupled to euphoria about water which
Turnbull describes as 'one of my greatest
the Australian Prime Minister declares
passions.'
that both Australia and Israel are
'successful multicultural societies.'
Regarding Israel's control over and
distribution
of water supply, what Turnbull
Successful ? A recent OECD report
doesn't
say
reveals
uncomfortable truths.
indicates that poverty in Israel is more
These Multicultural Societies
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The Need for a Change of
Occupation
May 24, 2017

Albert Camus, the renowned
French philosopher, author and
journalist, frequently recounted the
story of the concierge in the
Gestapo headquarters who went
about her everyday business in the
midst of torture explaining, “I
widespread than in any 30 OECD
Successive Israeli governments use water never pay attention to what my
countries, and that social divisions go far to exercise power and to punish an entire
tenants do.”
deeper than in records of income and
population. UN figures show that each day
or more than half a century,
employment. For example, public
Israeli citizens have access on average to
this has been the implicit
spending on education per child in
240 litres of water, settlers to 300 litres but
disposition of Australian
Palestinian localities is one third lower
Palestinians on the West Bank to only 73
governments
with regard to what
than in predominantly Jewish
litres. The world minimum standard is 100
are
generally
described as the joint
municipalities.
litres per day. Across Gaza, tap water, from
facilities
originally
established by
the crucial aquifer, is unfit to drink. In the
If Turnbull wanted to identify the
the
United
States
at
Nurrungar and
similarities between Israel and Australia, 2014 invasion of Gaza over a million
Pine
Gap,
and
the
Naval
Gazans were left without access to water.
he might have referred to the quality of
Communications Station at North
life of each country's Indigenous peoples. The Final Flourish
West Cape. [In late 1999 Nurrungar
He could have compared the poor health, In a final flourish, after more ingratiating
was decommissioned and its
mortality, and rates of imprisonment of
references to Bibi, Turnbull refers to tikkun functions were transferred to Pine
Australia's Indigenous citizens with the
olam, 'one of the greatest imperatives of the Gap].
plight of Bedouin inhabitants of Israel.
Jewish tradition, the obligation of every
This facility, was always
Around half of Bedouins live in villages person to seek to make the world a better
extremely
important for its role in
defined as 'unrecognized' with limited or place.'
intelligence
gathering and
no electricity, water or sewage. Four out
monitoring
compliance
by the
Of
ways
to
meet
this
obligation,
many
of five Bedouins are estimated to live in
Soviet
Union,
and
then
Russia,
examples
could
have
occurred
to
the
Prime
poverty.
with regard to nuclear arms control
Minister, or to the person who wrote this
Basking in the achievements of Israel, speech. He, or she, could have referred to an agreements; indeed, the functions it
perhaps Prime Minister Turnbull could
supported made many such arms
end to the occupation, to ceasing the
not comprehend that convenient
building of settlements, to ending the siege control agreements possible, but
camouflage of the separate but equal
the balance of its functions is now
of Gaza.
racism that also used to dominate US
problematic for Australia.
In reference to the recent torture of a 14
politics.
Three years ago, a leading
year Palestinian boy from a Bethlehem
The record of the Israeli army
authority on the joint facilities,
refugee camp, Issa-al-Monati whose right
slaughtering Gazans in the invasions in
leg had been amputated after he was shot by Professor Desmond Ball, warned of
2009 and 2014, is also ignored with the
Israeli soldiers in 2015, even an expression Pine Gap’s evolving role and the
usual mother-and-apple-pie assertion that of mild dismay would have been
need to reconsider its relationship
Israel has a right to defend itself and its
with Australian sovereignty and,
appropriate.
citizens. That part of the speech is
effectively, the ethics and laws of
On the Palestine Israel questions, there is
followed by a statement intended to make
war.
no end to cruelty, no end to the Australian
Turnbull sound Churchillian, 'We stand
Accordingly, he argued the case
Prime Minister's ignorance, or indifference,
with Israel as we always have – an allthat,
because Pine Gap’s
his
willingness
to
dissemble
and
deceive.
weather friend.' Not even a slight
intelligence
functions had become
reflection about justice. Who cares about Stuart Rees is Professor Emeritus of the
fused
with
operations
conducted by
University
of
Sydney
and
Founder
of
the
Sydney
justice when flattery is the name of the
the
US
“war
machine,”
Australia
Peace
Foundation.
He
is
the
former
Director
of
game?
the Sydney Peace Foundation (1998-2011) and of was “thoroughly embedded” in “a
Bibi ! We are 'seeking to emulate the
the Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies (1988- new phase of warfare where
innovation success of Israel – the original 2008).
intelligence and unmanned vehicles
Start Up Nation.'
of various sorts – under the water,
© The National Forum and contributors 1999-2017.
killer satellites in space, battlefield,
Turnbull gives justifiable credit to Israel's All rights reserved.
achievements in technology, but any
(continued on Page 8…)
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minutes – and a Russian Nuclear glider
capable of travelling at Mach 10
being fed from intelligence sources like
(7,680mph / 12,360kph), and flying from
Pine Gap, still one of the two biggest
stations of the sort in the world.” In stark Moscow to London in 13 minutes.[3]
terms Australian territory is not only
Now, the burst-height compensating
integral to these developments but also
super-fuze (B-HCS-F). Perhaps
complicit in a programme for perpetual
understandably, the enthusiasm to read
war on a spectrum which runs from
further after this collection of words is a
weaponised drones, through conventional little challenged but, like so many
military operations, to nuclear strategy
revolutionary developments, it is devilish
and the possibility of nuclear war should in its details. In summary form it was a
nuclear deterrence fail.
relatively minor innovation component
designed only to ensure the reliability
While all points on this spectrum
and safety of US nuclear missiles under a
indicate the need to reconsider whether
force modernisation programme begun in
Pine Gap’s once redeeming features in
2009; there was no mention of any
arms control any longer have an
enhancement of existing nuclear
overriding significance, it is now
weapons capabilities.
politically and ethically untenable for

puzzlement as to why the US is
reluctant to use its nuclear arsenal
remains a source of deep concern in an
era in which Russian nuclear forces
maintain dangerously high level of
readiness (partly as a result of
technological vulnerabilities which
reduce its warning time of a nuclear
attack to 15 minutes or less), and the
massively increased vulnerability of
Russian nuclear forces as a
consequence of the new fuze.

In October 2016, amid rising tensions
between Russian and the United States,
and between China and the United States,
the Pentagon announced that it had just
tested the dropping of two variants of the
B61 nuclear munition (without active
warheads) in the Nevada desert by B-2
bombers.[2]

debut,” The Washington Post,” 6 February
2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/ch
eckpoint/wp/2015/02/06/the-pentagonselectromagnetic-rail-gun-makes-its-publicdebut/?utm_term=.401b3d35e367 ; Vladimir
Dvorkin, “Hypersonic Threats: The Need for a
Realistic Assessment,” Carnegie Moscow
Center,
http://carnegie.ru/2016/08/09/hypersonicthreats-need-for-realistic-assessment-pub-64281;
Will Edwards and Luke Penn-Hall, “The Rise of
Hypersonic Weapons,” thecipherbrief, 5 October
2016, https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/ris
e-hypersonic-weapons-1095; Sputnik News, 13
August 2016, via global security, “Report:
Russia’s Hypersonic 7680MPH Nuclear Glider
Armed With ICBMs Almost
Ready,” http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/libr
ary/news/russia/2016/russia-160813sputnik01.htm .

continued from Page 7…)

The situation, according to the
Alice-in-Wonderland logic of nuclear
strategy, will lead to Russia taking
steps to counter the existential threat
it’s facing. The pre-delegation of
launch authority, and a 100-megaton
Australia to ignore the resurgence of the
In an analysis published in the Bulletin nuclear weapon delivered by means of
a nuclear-powered underwater
nuclear dimension. First, the immediate of the Atomic Scientists, three of
unmanned vehicle are two just two of
context.
America’s most respected weapons
analysts (Hans M. Kristensen, Matthew the more likely responses.
A recent survey in the US conducted
To say the least, serious thinking
by The Wall Street Journal revealed a rise McKinzie, and Theodore Postol)
conclude
that,
in
reality,
the
installation
and
acting to reduce the risk is
in public support for US nuclear attacks
of
the
B-HCS-F
has
created
an
imperative.
Which is to say that it is
across the globe – an indicator that the
“astonishing”
increase
in
the
killing
no
time
for
the
Australian Government
citizenry are unlikely to constrain
power
of
the
existing
US
nuclear
arsenal
to
play
Camus’
concierge.
decision-makers intent on ordering them.
by
effectively
increasing
it
by
a
factor
of
Notes.
This finding is of extraordinary
three. Thus, in their judgment, the
[1] Colin Clark, “B-21 Bomber Estimate by
significance given that, when a recent
resulting US force structure is:
CAPE: $511 A Copy,” Breaking Defense, 19
White House review included the
2016,
declaration of a “No First Use” protocol
“exactly what one would expect to see, September
http://breakingdefense.com/2016/09/b-21for consideration, it met with strong
if a nuclear-armed state were planning bomber-estimate-by-cape-511m-a-copy/ .
opposition[1]from senior cabinet officials to have the capacity to fight and win a
[2] Claire Bernish, The
and US allies on the grounds that it
nuclear war by disarming enemies with a FreeThoughtProject.com, “War Drums Beat:
US Air Force Preps for War, Drops Two Fake
reduced the credibility of the US deterrent surprise first strike”.
Nuclear Bombs,
overall and for the security of allies
The authors note that these
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/airforce-testsconcerned with threats posed by China,
implications were largely concealed from nuclear-capability-war/ 9 October 2016.
North Korea, and Russia, more
the general public and even escaped both [3] Christian Davenport, “The Pentagon’s
specifically.
non-government policymakers and, quite electromagnetic ‘rail gun’ makes its public
likely, most government policymakers in
the US despite the impact they are bound
to have on global security.

To this situation should be added the
increasing belligerence by the United
States towards Russia, and within the
context articulated by former Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter’s warning to the
Add to this the fact that human
Kremlin, “You try anything, you’re
decision-making time continues to be
going to be sorry.” Thus, both the
compressed and displaced; indeed, it is
immediate past Supreme Allied
more appropriate to describe it as being
Commander of NATO, General Philip
obliterated by the development, and, in
Breedlove, and his successor, General
some cases, the deployment of hypersonic Curtis Scaparrotti, have followed with
weapons by Russia, the United States,
war talk – in the latter case (on May 6,
China, and India, which include: the US 2016), of the need for the alliance to be
Navy’s electromagnetic “rail gun” capable prepared to ”fight tonight.”
of firing a projectile at Mach 7 on a target
Notwithstanding Donald Trump’s
110 miles away – flight time of less than 2 ostensible affinity for Russia, his

Michael McKinley taught international relations
and strategy in the Department of Politics,
UWA. From 1988 to 2014 he taught
international relations and strategy at the ANU.
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US-BACKED REGIME CHANGE IN
THAILAND
When Warning Bells Should Go Off
By Tony Cartalucci
Global Research, May 17, 2017
It is unfortunate that despite the practice
of Western-backed color revolutions
becoming a widely familiar tactic exposed
across the alternative media including
Thaksin Shinawatra, client regime of choice for US
larger national networks like RT –
and European special interests.
ideology, emotions, and ignorance are still
Shinawatra. He assumed office as prime
being used to perpetuate this tactic in the
minister between 2001-2006. In 2006 he
service of Western special interests.
was ousted in a military coup. He has
ore unfortunate still is that
attempted to seize back power in two
occasionally the alternative
Western-backed color revolution – the
media charged with exposing
color of choice being “red” – in 2009 and
these tactics ends up an unwitting
2010. His sister, Yingluck Shinawatra,
accomplice because of sloppy research,
would assume the office of prime minister
emotions, and ideology taking over where as his illegal proxy between 2011-2014
realism, fact, and solid research should
before a second coup ousted her from
guide headlines and analysis.
power.
Not only is Western-backed regime
Throughout the process, the
change still being carried out on wellShinawatras’ efforts to take and hold
known battlefields like Syria, it is a tactic power has been augmented by fronts
the West has aimed at other nations all
funded by the US State Department’s
around the world from Venezuela
National Endowment for Democracy
to Azerbaijan, and from North Korea to
(NED), convicted financial criminal
Thailand. The West depends on touching
George Soros’ Open Society foundation,
raw ideological and emotional nerves to
and a collection of other US and European
circumvent the facts regarding who
government funds.
opposition groups really are, who funds
Posing as nongovernmental
them, and what wider agenda their
organizations. “academics,” media
activities truly fit into.
platforms, and student groups, these fronts
However, when a nation, leader, or
have worked not specifically on
institution suddenly finds itself under
promoting the Shinawatras, but instead on
concerted attack by the West, warning bells concerted attacks aimed at the
should go off.
Shinawatras’ opponents – Thailand’s
independent institutions.
Thailand is Targeted by US-Backed
Regime Change
These include Prachatai – who initially
Thailand is the only Southeast Asian state both withheld information about its US
State Department funding and even lied to
to avoid Western colonization. For seven
centuries Thailand has been unified and led its readers about a lack of resources while
by its own sovereign institutions including soliciting cash from them – fronts like the
Thai Lawyers for Human Rights,
its widely revered monarchy. Modern
Democracy Cafe, ENLAWTHAI, and
attempts to overthrow and replace the
many others. Many share offices, openly
monarchy by British and American
collaborate and coordinate campaigns
interests stretch back to an AngloAmerican backed coup in 1932 that ended among themselves and with the Western
absolute monarchy in Thailand. Since then, media, and many have gone through great
attempts have been made to co-op or topple lengths to conceal or downplay the
the monarchy, up to and including present significance of their US funding and their
dealings with US representatives.
day.

M
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institutions while omitting, spinning,
excusing, or otherwise deceiving the
public regarding abuse carried out
by the Shinawatra regime and its
supporters. This includes covering
up concerted and widespread
terrorism, mass murder, and an array
of very real human rights abuses.
“Thailand is a nation many are
not familiar with. The concept of
“monarchy” to many in the West is
unappealing, and issues of “free
speech” regarding it get almost
instinctual and unconditional
support. Exploiting this ideological
and emotional flaw, the West has
managed to get many of the sharpest
minds in the alternative media to
help spread their concerted attack
rather than expose it.”
More important than
understanding US designs for
Thailand is understanding that they
go beyond dividing and destroying a
single nation. It is part of a much
larger and long-term agenda of
encircling and containing China
either with a unified front of UScontrolled client regimes, or failed
states that drag Beijing down in a
series of political, economic, and
security crises.
It is a verbatim replay of other
US-backed destabilizations either
having already divided and
destroyed other nations around the
world, or currently consuming them.
Despite the obvious body of
evidence regarding Thailand’s
current and ongoing political crisis,
some are still falling for the same
tricks and tactics used to garner
support for US regime change
operations elsewhere such as in
Libya, Egypt, Syria, Ukraine, and
beyond.
How the West is Short-Circuiting
Critical Thinking

In order to get an increasingly astute
global public to forget the West’s
history of meddling worldwide and
to sidestep evidence of its
involvement elsewhere, the Western
media seeks ways to prey on
And while these fronts claim they stand ignorance, emotions, and ideology.
Currently, efforts to destabilize, divide,
and destroy Thailand are led by US-backed for “human rights” including
An example of this comes in the
opposition groups and an ousted US client “democracy” and “free speech,” they
form of an unfortunate article
selectively target Thailand’s independent
regime headed by billionaire Thaksin
(continued on Page 10…)
From Global Research http://www.globalresearch.ca/us-backed-regime-change-in-thailand-when-warning-bells-should-go-off/5590460
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gracing RT’s headlines regarding the
current Thai head of state, King Maha
Vajiralongkorn.
The video included in the article
itself allegedly features
inconsequential details of his private
life, depicting him on an outing abroad
with “tattoos” covering his upper
body. Despite its inconsequential
nature, it was spread across the
Western media in a deliberate and
concerted manner. It is a “juicy” video
for gossipers and those seeking to
present the head of state of a nation
targeted for US-backed regime change
in an unflattering light.
That the Western media is now
eagerly and concertedly attempting to
undermine the Thai head of state and
create controversy over the Thai
government’s reaction should
immediately have warning bells go off
for any objective analyst applying
critical thought. But because of
ideology, emotions, and sloppy
research, many have failed to hear
these bells.
Thailand is a nation many are not
familiar with. The concept of
“monarchy” to many in the West is
unappealing, and issues of “free
speech” regarding it get almost
instinctual and unconditional support.
Exploiting this ideological and
emotional flaw, the West has managed
to get many of the sharpest minds in
the alternative media to help spread
their concerted attack rather than
expose it.
In reality, King Maha
Vajiralongkorn and his circle of
advisers represents a continuity in
leadership and principles that have
guided Thailand through centuries of
stability and defended it against
centuries of attempts by outside
powers to subjugate and colonize it.
This goes far in explaining why the
Western media has committed to a
concerted effort to undermine and
overthrow this institution.
For the majority of Thais, they revere
their institutions and share pride and
prestige with them in a way unique
from Western “monarchies” and
“democratic” institutions. They have
been unphased by literally decades of
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them. The DPRK’s ambition, say the
media, is to threaten South Korea,
Japan, American Pacific bases, even
The Thai government’s move to control
the west coast of the United States,
the spread of Western-backed sedition
across social media like Facebook is not out with nuclear Armageddon. According
to Donald Trump’s ignorant and
of fear of the truth, but out of fear of what
dangerous braggadocio, the North
Western-backed lies have done to other
nations when allowed to spread unchecked. Korean regime must be stopped by
whatever means: ‘Every option is on
The West’s ability to create the illusion
the table’. A nuclear-equipped
that the majority of a population stands
‘armada’ is speeding towards the
against a targeted nation was key in
Korean Peninsula to reinforce the US
provoking and perpetuating the crisis in
message, or would be if it were not at
Syria. That Syria has failed to fall precisely the time of writing passing leisurely
because the majority was not behind regime through the Sunda Straits first.
change exposes not only this tactic, but the
Winston Churchill would have
absolute danger of not stopping it in time.
called allegations about North Korean
Clearly, there is much more behind this
motives ‘terminological inexactitudes’,
story than meets the eye. RT has been
his parliamentary euphemism for lies
instrumental in telling both sides of stories uttered by fellow MPs. In an article
like these, and hopefully will continue to do ‘Negotiating with the North’ in the
so. It was encouraging to see in the
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in
comment section of the story, regular
November/December 2003 Leon Sigal
readers of RT catching on to the possibility listed three such inexactitudes about
that the controversy represents WesternKorea that still ring true today.
backed agitation more than an issue of “free
The first is that North Korea is
speech.” Hopefully RT will be more careful
determined
to have nuclear weapons,
in the future and continue exposing and
so
negotiating
is an exercise in futility.
opposing Western lies rather than serving as
Well, no. Pyongyang has said many
a means of magnifying them.
times that it would dismantle its
As for those in the alternative media who nuclear arsenal in exchange for a
have lent this narrative credibility, they
written pledge that the US won’t attack
stand as proof that there are still buttons the it, attempt to overthrow it, or impede
West can push even among the most
its economic development through
informed to illicit emotional and ideological sanctions on trade and investment.
knee-jerk reactions where sober analysis and Between bombastic statements
research should be applied.
threatening Japan, South Korea and the
United States with condign nuclear
The original source of this article is Land
punishment, Pyongyang still offers this
Destroyer Report 2017
compromise, even though no one in
Copyright © Tony Cartalucci
the West appears to be listening.
STILL DEMONIZING NORTH KOREA
The second inexactitude is that after
by Richard Broinowski
1994, Washington kept its word while
Pyongyang cheated. But for six years
20 April 2017
after 1994, Pyongyang froze its
Following recent North Korean missile tests plutonium extraction, paused its
and American declarations that they have
nascent uranium enrichment program,
run out of ‘strategic patience’, the Western allowed American technicians to come
media and the governments they serve, are to Yongpyon to remove and safely
busily repeating time-honoured myths about store irradiated fuel rods from its only
North Korea.
research reactor, and halted
ne is that Pyongyang deceitfully
construction work on two other
negotiated the 1994 Framework
reactors. But back in Washington the
arrangements with the United States Republicans gained control of
– accepting two American Westinghouse
Congress days after the Agreed
power reactors in exchange for winding up Framework was signed. Clinton
North Korea’s its nascent nuclear arsenal – backpedalled, not wanting to take them
while surreptitiously continuing to develop on, especially Jesse Helms, the
nuclear weapons and missiles to deliver
(continued on Page 11…)
rumors and slander aimed at their
institutions by the Western media.
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powerful chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Defence Committee.
Bunker oil shipments had been
promised while the reactors were built,
but were not delivered on time or at all,
and the concrete and steel mats for the
reactors were only poured in August
2002, hopelessly behind schedule for
what was promised to be a 2003 startup. Nor did the United States live up to
its pledge in Article II of the Agreed
Framework to ‘move towards full
normalisation of political and economic
relations’. In disgust Pyongyang sent
the technicians packing, walked away
from the Nuclear Non Proliferation
Treaty and its membership of the
International Atomic Energy Agency,
and resumed its nuclear weapons
program.
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US-SPONSORED “REGIME
CHANGE” IN VENEZUELA
US National Security Advisor McMaster
Calls for a “Quick, Peaceful Solution”
By Rachael Boothroyd-Rojas
Global Research, May 10, 2017
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lives in the unrest, which has seen
armed opposition protesters block
roads, gun down government
supporters, set fire to public institutions,
and clash with security forces. At least
15 people have been killed by
protesters, while a further five have died
at the hands of authorities.
Despite the deadly unrest, opposition
leaders have said that they will boycott
a constituent assembly called by
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro
as a way out of the impasse and have
continued to call for their supporters to
take to the streets.

United States National Security Advisor
H.R. McMaster released an official
statement Saturday expressing the need
for a “quick and peaceful solution” to
Venezuela’s “ongoing crisis”.

The third inexactitude is that North
Korea was on the brink of economic
he press release was made public
collapse and a naval blockade would
after McMaster met with
bring the government down. It has still
Venezuelan opposition leader and
not been brought down despite all sorts current National Assembly President Julio
of sanctions, including some imposed, Borges at the White House earlier that
perhaps reluctantly, by China.
day.
A fourth inexactitude, more an
It reads:
example of wishful thinking than
“They [Borges and McMaster] discussed
strategic logic, is that China has
the ongoing crisis in Venezuela and the
enormous influence over Pyongyang,
need for the government to adhere to the
and if it would only try harder, it would
Venezuelan Constitution, release political
persuade the regime to change course.
prisoners, respect the National Assembly,
Australian Foreign Minister Julie
and hold free and democratic elections.”
Bishop has just repeated the mantra. But
it won’t work. China may be impatient The statement has sparked alarm in
Venezuela and amongst international
with North Korean obduracy, but it
wants the regime to survive. Better Kim movements in solidarity with the
Bolivarian Revolution. They have
Jong-nam in charge of a remarkably
disciplined society than breakdown and likened Saturday’s meeting to a series of
similar encounters that took place between
chaos, leading to floods of refugees
crossing into northern China and a pro- US officials and opposition figures just
American regime on its very doorstep. before a short-lived coup against former
President Hugo Chavez Frias in 2002.
The only way out of what has become
The meeting comes as Washington
an extremely volatile and dangerous
hardens its stance vis-a-vis the Maduro
situation is more carrot and far less
stick. A US delegation, initially say at government. Last week, a bipartisan group
Assistant Secretary level, should quietly of US senators presented a bill to
Congress asking for sanctions on more
sit down with the North Koreans
Venezuelan officials in a bid to further
without preconditions while
isolate Caracas in the region.
simultaneously halting the highly
provocative US-ROK war games at
Violent protests have rocked the South
currently going on below the 38th
American country since the beginning of
parallel. Is this too much to hope for
April when a stand-off between the leftist
from President Trump?
national government and the oppositioncontrolled National Assembly came to a
(continued on Page 26…)
head. So far, 42 people have lost their

T

The situation was brought to the
attention of the United Nations this
past Saturday, after Washington’s
ambassador to the UN, Nikki Hayley,
took aim at the Venezuelan
government, accusing it of a
“crackdown” on dissent in an official
statement.
Anonymous sources have told
Venezuelanalysis that the US is quietly
pushing to table Venezuela as a
discussion point at the UN Security
Council but the move has so far been
met with resistance from other nations.
The move to turn up the pressure on
Venezuela comes as the United States
escalates its military involvement in the
region.
Over the weekend, the head of the
Brazilian the armed forces, Theofilo de
Oliveira, revealed that the US will also
lead multinational military drilling
exercises between Brazil, Colombia and
Peru later this year as part of a 2017
NATO project.
A temporary military base will also
be set up in the Brazilian town of
Tabatinga on the Amazonian frontier
between the three countries as part of
the programme, confirmed the armed
forces chief.
The military exercises have
been described as “unprecedented” in
the region.
The original source of this article is
venezuelanalysis.com
Copyright © Rachael Boothroyd-Rojas,
venezuelanalysis.com, 2017
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
U.S. Takes Syria’s Al-Qaeda Off Terror
Watchlists
By Whitney Webb
May 22, 2017 "Information Clearing House"
t turns out that getting off the U.S.’ and
Canada’s terror watchlist is as simple as
changing your name. While the terror
watchlist in the U.S. has long been both
secretive and controversial – as “reasonable
suspicion” is enough to label any individual
a “terrorist” – terrorist groups tied to alQaeda have found that getting off the
watchlist only requires minor rebranding.

I

The terror group, long known to most as
Jabhat al-Nusra or the al-Nusra Front, has
continued to function as al-Qaeda’s branch
in Syria long after Daesh (ISIS) renounced
its allegiance to the group in 2014. It was
first placed on the U.S. and Canadian terror
watchlists in 2012.
But by changing its name to Hay’at Tahrir
al-Sham (HTS), the group has managed to
secure its removal from terror watchlists in
both the U.S. and Canada, allowing citizens
of those countries to donate money to the
group, travel to fight with them and
disseminate the group’s propaganda without
incident.
In response, Nicole Thompson of the U.S.
State Department told CBC News last
Monday that while “we believe these actions
are an al-Qaeda play to bring as much of the
Syrian opposition under its operational
control as possible, […] we are still studying
the issue carefully.”
But the State Department is likely hesitant to
label HTS a terror group, even despite the
group’s link to al-Qaeda, as the U.S.
government has directly funded and armed
the Zenki brigade, a group that joined forces
with al-Nusra under the HTS banner, with
sophisticated weaponry.
As CBC noted, “For the U.S. to designate
HTS now would mean acknowledging that it
supplied sophisticated weapons, including
TOW anti-tank missiles, to ‘terrorists,’ and
draw attention to the fact that the U.S.
continues to arm Islamist militias in Syria.”
This is just the latest attempt by al-Nusra
to rebrand itself as a “moderate” group, as it
has used its commitment to being “antiISIS” and “anti-Assad” in order to convince
the U.S. and its allies to arm them. Al-Nusra
has been described by mainstream media as
a “moderate opposition” group fighting
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against the embattled government of Syrian CAN TRUMP SALVAGE
President Bashar al-Assad.
HIS PRESIDENCY IN
Their efforts have paid off, as the group is SYRIA’S WAR?
being supported to various degrees by
by Shamus Cooke
foreign governments seeking to overthrow
May 23, 2017
the Assad government. For example, take
he political noose is
the words of Qatari Foreign Minister Khaled
tightening around
al-Attiyah, who told the French publication
Trump’s neck, and he’s
Le Monde in 2015:
got
only
one way out: war. The
“we are clearly against all extremism,
U.S.
involvement
in the Syrian
but, apart from Daesh [ISIS], all [sic] these
war
is
accelerating
as Trump’s
groups are fighting to overthrow the
talons
dig
deeper
into
the
[Assad] regime. The moderates cannot say
conflict.
If
he
successfully
to the Nusra Front … ‘We won’t work with
you.’ You have to look at the situation and clutches his prey he stands a
chance of clinging to the
be realistic.”
presidency.
The U.S. government has also accepted
The Democrats, now circling
the rebranding of al-Nusra in recent years.
a
wounded
Trump, will happily
The U.S. effort to do so began in earnest
feast
instead
on a rotting Syria:
when former Director of National
the
only
thing
that can keep the
Intelligence James Clapper stated in 2015
Democrats
from
destroying
that “moderate rebels” were “anyone who is
Trump
is
if
Trump
destroys
not affiliated with ISIL [Daesh, ISIS].”
Syria.
Since then, al-Nusra’s top commanders
Trump’s strategy is based on
have asserted that they have received U.S.how
Democrats reacted after his
made weapons, such as TOW missiles and
first
attack
on the Syrian
tanks, directly from foreign governments
government
on April 6th: they
supported by the U.S. In a 2016 interview
paused
their
toothless
with the newspaper Koelner Stadt-Anzeiger,
“resistance”
to
celebrate his
al-Nusra unit commander Abu Al Ezz stated
bombing.
Trump,
at his most
that when al-Nusra was “besieged, we had
dangerous,
exposed
the
officers from Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Democrats
at
their
weakest.
Israel and America here…Experts in the use
Now Trump has struck the
of satellites, rockets, reconnaissance and
Syrian government again: on
thermal security cameras.”
May 18th U.S. fighter jets
When asked specifically if US officers
attacked the Syrian military in
were present, Al Ezz replied: “The
Americans are on our side.” This assertion Eastern Syria, from a new U.S.
military base functioning inside
has been bolstered by evidence that the
U.S.-led coalition’s airstrikes in Syria have Syrian territory controlled by
the Syrian Kurds, where there
only focused on Daesh and intentionally
are at least 1,000 U.S. active
avoided al-Nusra positions.
troops.
With al-Nusra now officially removed
Although the U.S. media
from Western terror watchlists, foreign
underplayed
Trump’s recent
governments that are opposed to the Assad
attack
——
or
ignored it
regime – particularly the U.S. – will be free
completely
—
legendary
U.K.
to fund and arm al-Qaeda as they see fit,
Middle
East
journalist
Robert
making the West’s alleged goal of creating a
Fisk explained the significance:
post-Assad “secular Syria” a remote
“…what was described by the
possibility at best.
Whitney Webb is a MintPress contributor who Americans as a minor action
has written for several news organizations in both was part of a far more
important struggle between the
English and Spanish; her stories have been
US and the Syrian regime for
featured on ZeroHedge, the Anti-Media, 21st
Century Wire, and True Activist among others - control of the south-eastern
she currently resides in Southern Chile.
frontier of Syria…”

T

This article was first published by Mint Press

(continued on Page 13…)

Webb article is from Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/47107.htm
Cooke article from Counter Punch http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/05/23/can-trump-salvage-his-presidency-in-syrias-war/
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Yes, the U.S. is already at war with the
Syrian government for control of Syrian
territory. The U.S. war on ISIS in Syria
was never about ISIS, but about gaining
a foothold directly inside Syria. Many
pundits dismissed Trump’s initial attack
on the Syrian government as “symbolic,”
when in fact it began a new war. The
New York Times confirms the motive of
Trump’s war:

Page 13
New York Times published a revealing
op-ed entitled “A Trump Doctrine for
the Middle East?” In it the writer
applauds Trump’s war aims:

“Despite the controversies at home,
Mr. Trump may come away with a
legacy-cementing achievement: a Trump
Doctrine for the Middle East…it is false
that American ‘soft power’ is the key to
stabilizing the [middle east] region. Our
ideals, such as promoting democracy,
“Two competing coalitions that aim to will work to our advantage only if we
defeat the Islamic State — one [Kurdish first restore order — a project that rests
on American hard power [military
and U.S. fighters] backed by American
intervention]. What’s more, the use of
air power, the other [the Syrian
force is not inherently
government] by Russian warplanes —
counterproductive…”
are racing to the same goal.”
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monarchy U.S. allies and others] of the
Middle East for war against the Shia
Muslims [Iran, Syria, Hezbollah]. With
help from Israel, of course.”
This is the real reason Trump
prioritized Saudi Arabia as the alwaysimportant first stop on his initial trip
abroad: Trump is clearly stating his
commitment to the totalitarian
monarchies, who main priorities are the
destruction of its regional enemies:
Yemen, Syria, and Iran.
This “Arab NATO” is meant to act as
a U.S. puppet army in the way that
‘official’ NATO does in Europe, and the
African Union’s “Standby Force” does in
Africa, where U.S. allies share the
responsibility of repressing neighbor
states who defy U.S. interests, i.e. they
refuse to abandon their politicaleconomic self determination.

The article explains that Obama’s
“soft power” (the Syrian proxy war)
“…[there is an] urgency among the
failed and that Trump aims to “restore
competing coalitions fighting the Islamic order” with “hard power” (direct
State to be the first in southeast Syria to military intervention). As Trump’s
A U.S.-led “Arab NATO” wasn’t
defeat the group [ISIS] and to occupy the bombs fall heavier Democrats will
previously
impossible because the U.S. is
power vacuum that its defeat would
scramble to support a wider war that,
universally
hated across the Middle East,
leave….Eastern Syria and the area
crazily, increasingly threatens direct
for
its
longstanding
alliance with Israel
around Deir al-Zour are mostly
confrontation with Russia. The Russian combined with its recent annihilation of
unpopulated desert, but they have Syria’s government loudly denounced Trump’s
Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya. The
modest oil reserves…The area is
most recent bombing against the Syrian openness in which the Gulf monarchies
strategically important to the United
government, and sent more Russian
are trying to form this alliance shows just
States, which wants to stabilize Iraq
troops to the region in response.
how distanced from and hated by their
where it has a long-term military and
The
U.S.
war
against
ISIS
in
Syria
has
own residents, who are prevented from
political investment, and to Russia,
always
been
a
pretext
to
undermine
the
expressing their hatred through elections
which wants to strengthen the Syrian
Syrian
and
Iranian
governments.
Robert
or public protest.
government’s control of as much
Fisk
explains:
territory as possible.”
The Trump-led alliance is especially
“Cutting
Syria
off
from
Iraq
–
and
foreboding
because U.S. allies in the
In summary: the U.S. military wants to
thus
from
Iran
–
appears
to
be
a
far
region
feel
deeply
betrayed by Obama’s
“occupy” the “power vacuum” left by
more immediate operational aim of US Middle East approach; they want
ISIS, because Syrian territory is
forces in Syria than the elimination of concrete assurances the betrayal won’t be
“strategically important” to the United
the [ISIS] Sunni ‘Caliphate’ cult that
repeated, since U.S. allies risked a lot in
States.
Washington claims to be its principal
regime change in Syria after Obama
The war isn’t about ISIS because the enemy in the Middle East.”
ensured them that regime change would
U.S. military isn’t needed to defeat ISIS
be a safe bet. Trump’s visit means, in
in Syria, since the group was doomed the How might this “race to defeat ISIS” practice, a fresh commitment to Assad’s
end? Trump’s ominous trip to Saudi
day that Turkey decided to close ranks
downfall and renewed hostilities with
against them — by sealing their border Arabia gives some insight into the
Iran, nuclear deal be damned.
Trump
Doctrine.
Trump
made
an
with Syria — instead of openly
Trump’s current war strategy in Syria
supporting them as they had for several enormous arms deal with Saudi Arabia
worth
$350
billion
over
10
years,
and
is
similar to President Bush Sr.’s
years.
wants the Saudis to use the money to co- experiment in Iraq after the 1991 Gulf
Consequently, the Syrian government lead an “Arab NATO” [military
War: he used a no-fly zone in Kurdish— with Russian and Iranian support — alliance]. Who will this alliance be
majority northern Iraq that de-facto
has no problem mopping up ISIS in
aimed against? The Trump
partitioned the country, allowing the
Syria, and they’re racing to do it first
administration made it known that Iran Kurds to take power where they remain
before the U.S.-Kurdish alliance claims was the main target, and thus Syria is the in power today, as an important U.S.
the territory for itself.
appetizer.
puppet. The partitioning of Iraq helped
weaken the country prior to the 2003
Establishment Democrats are cheerIn a separate article Robert Fisk
U.S. invasion.
leading Trump’s war goals in private,
discussed Trump’s Saudi visit:
which is why they’re not denouncing
(continued on Page 14…)
“The aim, however, is simple: to
them in public. The Democrat-friendly
prepare the Sunni Muslims [the gulf
What is this goal?
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THE MOTHER OF ALL
HYPOCRISY

The Syrian Kurds are now being armed
with U.S. weaponry and given similar
By Robert Fisk
promises as their Iraqi counterparts
April 18, 2017 "Information Clearing
received, but the Syrian Kurds are
rightfully nervous about their new alliance. House" - "The Independent"t was the Mother of all Hypocrisy.
In their desperate fight against ISIS the
Some dead Syrian babies matter, I
Kurds have accepted an alliance with the
guess. Other dead Syrian babies
world’s military superpower: the Kurdish
don’t
matter. One mass murder in
homeland is infested with rats and they
Syria
two weeks ago killed children
invited a tiger to deal with the problem; but
and
babies
and stirred our leaders to
once the rats are dead the tiger will stay
righteous
indignation.
But the
hungry. The Kurds also live next to
slaughter
in
Syria
this
weekend
killed
another starving Tiger, the Turkish
even
more
children
and
babies
–
yet
Government.
brought forth nothing but silence from
The history of the Kurds is one of
those who claim to guard our moral
constant betrayals by larger powers. And
values. Now why should this be?
now they are pleading on the pages of The
When a gas attack in Syria killed
New York Times not to be betrayed again,
more
than 70 civilians on 4 April,
since they see the writing on the wall:
including babies and children, Donald
“…[President Trump] give us your word Trump ordered a missile attack on
that even after Raqqa’s liberation [in
Syria. America applauded. So did
Syria] you will prevent attempts by Turkey its media. So did much of the world.
to destroy what we’ve built here.”
Trump called Bashar al-Assad “evil”
and “an animal”. The EU condemned
Of course Trump’s “word” is
meaningless (and even this he won’t give the Syrian regime. Downing Street
called the gas attack “barbaric”.
publicly). The Kurds are being used as
Almost every western leader
battlefield pawns in a greater game. As
demanded that Assad should be
Trump aligns with the Kurds in Syria, he
overthrown.
simultaneously calls the Turkish Kurds
“terrorists,” even though the Turkish and
Yet after this weekend’s suicide
Syrian Kurds are closely aligned
bombing of a convoy of civilian
ideologically and militarily.
refugees outside Aleppo killed 126
Like all “boots on the ground,” the Kurds Syrians, more than 80 of them
children, the White House said
are most useful to the U.S. as cannon
fodder, while more powerful people profit nothing. Even though the death toll
was far greater, Trump didn’t even
from the fighting. The political power of
Tweet his grief. The US navy
the Kurds pales in comparison to their
launched not even a symbolic bullet
enemy Turkey, whose government has
long-term interests (the destruction of the towards Syria. The EU went all coy
and refused to say a single word. All
Kurds) that will outlast the short-term
talk of “barbarism” from Downing
military objectives Trump.
The above contradictions are sharpening Street was smothered.
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obviously from al-Nusra (al-Qaeda) or
one of the Sunni “rebel” groups we in
the West have armed – or quite possibly
from Isis itself – and thus didn’t qualify
for our sorrow.
The UN, clip-clopping on to the
stage-boards as usual, did speak out.
The latest attack was “a new horror”.
And Pope Francis called it “ignoble”
and prayed for “beloved and martyred
Syria”. And having been brought up by
a pretty anti-Catholic dad, I said what I
often say when I think the Pontiff has
got it right, especially Francis: Good
old Pope! Why, even the virtually nonexistent anti-Assad “Free Syrian
Army” condemned the attack as
“terrorist”.
But that was it. And I recalled all
those maudlin stories about how Ivanka
Trump, as a mother, had been
especially moved by the videotape from
Khan Shaykoun, the site of the
chemical attack on 4 April, and had
urged her father to do something about
it. And then it was Federica Mogherini,
the EU’s ‘High Representative” for
foreign affairs and security policy, who
described the attack as “awful” – but
insisted that she spoke “first of all as a
mother”. Quite right, too. But what
happened to all her maternal feelings –
and those of Ivanka – when the pictures
came in from northern Syria this
weekend of exploded babies and
children packaged up in black plastic
bags? Silence.

There’s no doubting the flagrant,
deliberate, vile cruelty of Saturday’s
attack. The suicide bomber approached
the refugee buses with a cartload of
children’s cookies and potato chips –
approaching, I might add, a population
of fleeing Shia civilians who had been
starving under siege by the anti-Assad
Do
they
feel
no
sense
of
shame?
across the Middle East, nearing the point of
rebels (some of whom, of course, were
yet another explosion. The Trump Doctrine What callousness. What disgrace.
is a flamethrower at a gas station that can How outrageous that our compassion armed by us). Yet they didn’t count.
should dry up the moment we realised Their “beautiful little babies” – I quote
instantly spark an even greater
Trump on the earlier gas victims –
that this latest massacre of the
conflagration, beyond the horrors we’ve
already witnessed across the Middle East. innocents wasn’t quite worth the same didn’t stir us to anger. Because they
amount of tears and fury that the early were Shias? Because the culprits might
If the Trump resistance movement in the
have been too closely associated with
massacre had produced. It fact it
United States doesn’t quickly prioritize a
us in the West? Or because – and here’s
wasn’t
worth
a
single
tear.
For
the
126
real anti war strategy, there will be little
Syrians – almost all of them civilians the point – they were the victims of the
resistance left to speak of as we descend
wrong kind of killer.
– who have just been killed outside
into war.
For what we want right now is to blame
Shamus Cooke is a social service worker, trade Aleppo, were Shia Muslims being
evacuated
from
two
government-held
the “evil”, “animal”, “brutal”, etc,
unionist, and writer for Workers Action
(ie Bashar-held) villages in the north
(www.workerscompass.org ). He can be
(continued on Page 15…)
of Syria. And their killer was
reached at shamuscooke@gmail.com
From Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/46893.htm
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Al-Nusra did not exactly urge the
villagers of al-Foua and Kfraya to stay
home since they wanted some of their
own Sunni fighters back from their own
encircled enclaves. Last month, the
governor of Homs pleaded with Sunnis to
leave the city on “rebel” convoys to Idlib
to stay in their houses and remain in the
city. But this is a civil war and such
terrifying conflicts divide cities and towns
for generations. Just look at Lebanon 27
years after its civil war ended.

Bashar al-Assad who was first “suspected”
to have carried out the 4 April gas attack (I
quote The Wall Street Journal, no less) and
then accused by the entire West of total and
deliberate responsibility of the gas
massacre. No-one should question the
brutality of the regime. Nor its torture. Nor
its history of massive oppression. Yet there
are, in fact, some grave doubts about
Bashar’s responsibility for the 4 April
attack – which he has predictably denied –
even among Arabs who loath his Baathist
But what ultimately proves our own
regime and all it stands for.
participation in this immoral and unjust
and frightful civil war is our reaction to
Even the leftist but hardly pro-Syrian
those two massacres of the innocents. We
Israeli writer Uri Avneri – briefly, in his
cried over and lamented and even went to
life, a detective – has asked why Assad
should commit such a crime when his army war for those “beautiful little babies”
whom we believed to be Sunni victims of
and its allies were winning the war in
Syria, when such an attack would gravely the Assad government. But when Shia
babies of equal humanity were blasted to
embarrass the Russian government and
pieces this weekend, Trump could not
military, and when it would change the
care less. And the mothering spirit of
softening western attitude towards him
Ivanka and Federica simply dried up.
back towards open support for regime
change.
And the regime’s claim that a Syrian air
attack set off explosions in al-Nusra
weapons store in Khan Shaykoun (an idea
which the Russians also adopted) would be
easier to dismiss if the Americans had not
used precisely the same excuse for the
killing of well over a hundred Iraqi
civilians in Mosul in March; they
suggested that a US air strike on an Isis
arms lorry may have killed the civilians.
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Azaria, fired a bullet into the head of
an incapacitated Palestinian in
Hebron. A military court sentenced
him to 18 months for manslaughter
in February.
There has been little sign of soulsearching since. Most Israelis,
including government officials, call
Azaria a hero. In the recent religious
festival of Purim, dressing up as
Azaria was a favourite among
children.

There is plenty of evidence that
Israel’s security services are still
regularly executing real Palestinians.
The Israeli human rights group
B’Tselem denounced the killing last
week of a 16-year-old Jerusalem
schoolgirl, Fatima Hjeiji, in a hail of
bullets. She had frozen to the spot
after pulling out a knife some
distance from a police checkpoint.
She posed no threat, concluded
B’Tselem, and did not need to be
And we claim that Middle East violence killed.
has nothing to do with us.
The police were unrepentant about
Robert Fisk writes for the Independent
HOW ISRAELI SCHOOLS HELP
SABOTAGE PEACE PROSPECTS
By Jonathan Cook
May 16, 2017 "Information Clearing
House" -

A

their staged execution, calling it "a
positive, empowering"
demonstration for the youngsters.
The event was hardly exceptional. In
communities across Israel this
month, the army celebrated Israel’s
Independence Day by bringing along
its usual "attractions" – tanks, guns
and grenades – for children to play
with, while families watched army
dogs sicking yet more "terrorists".

display of Israeli-style
community policing before an
But this has nothing to do with the
audience of hundreds of young
weekend’s far more bloody assault on the schoolchildren was captured on video last
refugee convoys heading for western
In a West Bank settlement,
week. Were the 10-year-olds offered road
Aleppo. They were part of a now-familiar safety tips, advice on what to do if they
meanwhile, the army painted
pattern of mass hostage exchanges between got lost or how to report someone
youngsters’ arms and legs with
the Syrian government and its opponents in suspicious hanging around the school?
shrapnel wounds. Blood-like liquid
which Sunni opponents of the regime in
dripped convincingly from dummies
No. In Israel, they do things differently. with amputated limbs. The army
villages surrounded by the Syrian army or
its allies have been trucked out to Idlib and The video shows four officers staging a
said the event was a standard one
other “rebel”-held areas under safe passage mock antiterror operation in a park close that "many families enjoyed".
in return for the freedom of Shia villagers to Tel Aviv. The team roar in on
The purpose of exposing children
motorbikes, firing their rifles at the
surrounded by al-Nusra, Isis and
at
an impressionable age to so much
"terrorist".
“our” rebels who have been allowed to
gore and killing is not hard to divine.
leave their villages for the safety of
As he lies badly wounded, the officers It creates traumatised children,
government-held cities. Such were the
empty their magazines into him from
distrustful and fearful of anyone
victims of Saturday’s suicide bombing;
close range. In Israel it is known as
outside their tribe. That way they
they were Shia villagers of al-Foua and
"confirming the kill". Everywhere else it become more pliant soldiers, triggerKfraya, along with several government
is called an extrajudicial execution or
happy as they rule over Palestinians
fighters, en route to what would be – for
murder. The children can be heard
in the occupied territories. A few
them – the safety of Aleppo.
clapping.
educators have started to sense they
Whether or not this constitutes a form of
It was an uncomfortable reminder of a
ethnic cleansing – another of Bashar’s sins, near-identical execution captured on film
according to his enemies – is a moot point. last year. A young army medic, Elor
From Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/47056.htm

are complicit in this emotional and
mental abuse.
(continued on Page 16…)
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The Palestinian minority are effectively
turned into little more than resident
Holocaust Memorial Day, marked in
Israeli schools last month, largely avoids aliens in their own homeland.Mr Degani
universal messages, such as that we must and others are losing the battle to educate
for peace and reconciliation. If a
recognise the humanity of others and
stand up for the oppressed. Instead, pupils society’s future lies with its children, the
outlook for Israelis and Palestinians is
as young as three are told the Holocaust
serves as a warning to be eternally vigilant bleak indeed.
Jonathan Cook is an independent journalist
– that Israel and its strong army are the
only things preventing another genocide in Nazareth. - http://www.jonathan-cook.net/
by non-Jews.
TRUMP IS ABOUT TO REALLY
Last year Zeev Degani, principal of one MESS UP IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Israel’s most prestigious schools, caused a There he was talking of the 'ultimate
furore when he announced his school
deal' between Israel and the Palestinians
would no longer send pupils on annual
– as if peace was just a commodity to be
trips to Auschwitz. This is a rite of
bought or sold
passage for Israeli pupils. He called the
By Robert Fisk
misuse of the Holocaust "pathological"
and intended to "generate fear and hatred" May 23, 2017 "Information Clearing
to inculcate extreme nationalism.
House" It is not by accident that these trips –
n Riyadh, Trump couldn’t mention
imparting the message that a strong army
where most of the the 9/11 hijackers
is vital to Israel’s survival – take place
came from or whose Sunni cult-faith
just before teenagers begin a three-year
was the inspiration for Isis – nor which
military draft.Increasingly, they receive
country chopped off heads with Isis-like
no alternative messages in school. Mr
relish. (Answer: Saudi Arabia). And
Degani was among the few principals who when he arrived in Israel on Monday,
had been inviting Breaking the Silence, a Trump was faced with a new censorship
group of whistle-blowing soldiers, to
protocol: don’t mention who was
discuss their part in committing war
occupying whose property in the West
crimes. In response, the education
Bank or which country was outrageously
minister, Naftali Bennett, leader of the
and continuously stealing land – legally
settlers’ party, has barred dissident groups owned by Arabs – for Jews and Jews
such as Breaking the Silence. He has also only. (Answer: Israel).
banned books and theatre trips that might
So bingo, in the biggest Middle East
encourage greater empathy with those
alliance ever created in history, the
outside the tribe.
Saudis and the other Sunni Arab
Polls show this is paying off.
dictators and America’s crackpot
Schoolchildren are even more ultraPresident and Israel’s cynical Prime
nationalist than their parents. More than
Minister have all agreed on the identity
four-fifths think there is no hope of peace of the devil country they can all curse
with the Palestinians.
with one voice, inspirer of “world
But these cultivated attitudes don’t just terror”, instigator of Middle East
sabotage peacemaking. They also damage instability, the greatest threat to world
peace: Shia Iran.
any chance of Israeli Jews living
peacefully with the large minority of
So within a few minutes of landing at
Palestinian citizens in their midst.Half of Tel Aviv airport – part of whose runways
Jewish schoolchildren believe these
actually lies on land legally owned by
Palestinians, one in five of the population, Palestinian Arabs 60 years ago – the
should not be allowed to vote in elections. Trump speechwriters (for Trump surely
This month the defence minister, Avigdor cannot write this stuff) were churning out
Lieberman, called the minority’s
once more their hatred of Iran, of Iran’s
representatives in parliament "Nazis" and “terror”, of Iran’s plots, of Iran’s
suggested they should share a similar fate. continuing desire to make a nuclear
This extreme chauvinism was translated bomb. And all this when Iran has just reelected a sane president who actually
last week into legislation that defines
signed the nuclear agreement two years
Israel as the nation-state of the Jewish
people around the world, not its citizens. ago that substantially reduced Iran’s
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strategic threat to Israel, the Arabs and
America.
“Iran must never be allowed to
possess a nuclear weapon,” said the
US commander-in-chief. Iran “must
cease its deadly [sic] funding, training
and equipping of terrorists and
militias.” A Martian who might also
have landed at Tel Aviv at the same
time would surely conclude that Iran
was the creator of Isis and that Israel
was already bombing the cruel and
violent cultists of the Islamic caliphate.
And Martians – surely smarter than the
US President – would thus be much
amazed to discover that Israel has been
bombing the Iranians and the Syrians
and their militias, but has not once –
ever – bombed Isis.
No wonder Trump tried to stick to
his prepared script. Otherwise he
might do something sane. Like
congratulate Iran’s new president on
his electoral victory and for promising
to stick to the nuclear agreement; like
demanding an end to Israeli occupation
and Israeli colonisation of Arab land;
like telling the tired old dictators and
princes of the Arab world that the only
way they can rid themselves – and
America – of “terror” is by treating
their people with dignity and
safeguarding their human rights. But
no, that’s far too sensible and fair and
just and moral – and far too
complicated -- for a man who long ago
fell off the edge of reality and entered
Twitterworld. So there he was talking
of the “ultimate deal” between Israel
and the Palestinians – as if peace was
just a commodity to be bought or sold.
Like the one he’d just fixed in Saudi
Arabia: guns for oil and dollars.
But then, sitting next to Netanyahu,
the guy did go off script. To the relief
of all, he returned to the horrors of the
nuclear agreement with Iran, the deal
that was “unbelievable”, a “terrible
thing” which the US had entered into.
“We gave them a lifeline – and we also
gave them the ability to continue with
terror.” The threat of Iran, he told
Netanyahu, “has forced people [sic]
together in a very positive way.”
This was truly “unbelievable”. Trump,
in his weird innocence, believes that
the Sunni Muslim world’s desire to
(continued on Page 17…)
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destroy Shia Iran and its allies is the key
to Arab-Israeli peace. Maybe that’s what
he meant – if he meant anything – when
he said that his visit marked “a rare
opportunity to bring security and peace
to this region, to its people, defeating
terrorism and creating future harmony
and peace” – that bit was in the script, by
the way – in what he called “this ancient
and sacred land”. He meant Israel, but he
used the same phrase about Saudi Arabia
and would no doubt do so about
Switzerland, Lesotho or, well, North
Korea if it brought any advantage. Or
Iran, for that matter.
Who knows if Trump’s going to be
able to face up to Jewish colonisation,
land theft and Palestine’s own little
dictator when he meets Mahmoud Abbas
on Tuesday. Or human rights. Or justice.
His speech in the Israel Museum
afterwards is going to be a humdinger if
he wanders off script. But bets are closed
on the content: the unity of Sunni Arabs
in their hatred of Shia Iran – he’ll
mercifully leave out the “Sunni” and
“Shia” bits in case this gives the game
away – the closer relations between the
Gulf dictators and their princes with
land-grabbing Israel, the need for
Palestinians to end “terror” against their
occupiers – the word “occupiers” must
also be left out, of course – and
America’s eternal, unending, sacred love
for Israel right or wrong.
On Sunday, CNN headlined a “reset”
with the Arabs. On Monday, the BBC
headlined a “reset” with Israel. What
they both meant – but dared not say – is
that Trump thinks he can get the Arabs
and Israel to destroy the power of Iran
after the horrid, moral years of Obama.
That means “war”, preferably between
Muslims. The “ultimate deal”, indeed.
This article was first published by The
Independent
(continued
from Page
15…)
At the beginning
we were
deceived by
the tinsel of war. Romance dies hard.
But we know now. We've done with fairy
tales. There is nothing glorious in war;
no good can come of it. It's bloody,
utterly bloody.
from Alex Waugh, The Loom of Youth
History teaches us that men and nations
behave wisely once they have exhausted
all other alternatives. ~Abba Eban

Page 17
US, EUROPE UNLEASHING
LAWLESSNESS AND WAR
By Finian Cunningham
May 02, 2017 "Information Clearing
House" -

T

his week the Kiev regime went
into rogue overdrive when it cut
off electricity supplies to some
three million people in the self-declared
Lugansk republic of eastern Ukraine.
The Ukrainian energy ministry under
the control of the Kiev regime said it
was because the breakaway province
was in arrears over bill payments. That’s
rich coming from a cabal that has
continually dragged its feet over unpaid
bills for billions of dollars-worth in gas
supplies from Russia.
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Operation (ATO) launched by Kiev has
resulted in over 10,000 deaths since
April 2014.
This week’s electricity power-cuts to
the Donbas are thus part of a criminal
policy of aggression by a regime that
usurped political power unlawfully,
with covert support from Washington
and the European Union. But, rather
aptly, it was the people of Donbas who
made the first «power-cut» – when they
defiantly refused to supply a popular
mandate for the Kiev putsch.

The Kiev regime is thus using a
policy of collective punishment to wage
its war on the breakaway region.
Collective punishment of civilians is a
war crime under international law.
Rather fittingly, it was a policy
From where does Kiev learn its rogue notoriously used by Nazi Germany in
conduct? From its masters, of course, in its extermination campaigns in
Washington and the European Union.
occupied Soviet territories during the
The present unravelling of international Second World War. Today, the regime
law and order is their lamentable legacy. in Kiev, which adulates Ukrainian
henchmen of the Nazi Third Reich, is
Donetsk, the other separatist selfdeclared Ukrainian republic, would also carrying out the very same barbarism
on people of eastern Ukraine who
likewise be subjected to power-cuts,
suffered it seven decades ago.
according to reported comments from
Kiev. But, apparently, such a move
Russia this week stepped in promptly
would not be easy as areas under the
to resume electricity supply to the LPR
control of Kiev would also be impacted. within hours of the power-cuts. In what
Also, the Donetsk People’s Republic,
was said to be a humanitarian gesture.
unlike the LPR, is said to be fairly self- Interestingly, the Western view of the
sufficient in electricity supplies owing
developments in eastern Ukraine took a
to its own local thermal power plants.
fatuous perspective. The New York
Kiev’s hollow claims about financial Times cynically noted that Russia’s
voluntary energy supply to the stricken
rectitude are risible. The move is
nothing but a blatant attempt to intensify populations «would give it more control
its blockade on the Donbas. Already, the over the region».
neofascist cabal, which seized
Meanwhile, the European Union,
government power in a violent, illegal
whose foreign policy chief Federica
coup in February 2014, has imposed a
Mogherini was in Moscow this week,
blackout of bank services and social
said next to nothing about the Kiev’s
welfare payments to the breakaway
flagrant violation of international law
region. It has also cut off water supplies and in particular its use of collective
to the LPR since last month.
punishment. Indeed, Mogherini during
The blockade on civilian populations her visit tried to lecture Russia about
implementing the so-called Minsk
is just another weapon alongside the
military offensive that the Kiev regime peace accord, saying that EU sanctions
launched against the Donbas three years would remain in place.
ago. That offensive was a response to
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov
the ethnic Russian population of Donbas pointed out that the electricity and
refusing to recognize the legitimacy of
water cuts to Donbas were clear
the coup. The latter was orchestrated by evidence that Kiev was once again
western Ukrainian factions who
repudiating the Minsk accord to which
historically pledge allegiance to Nazi
it is a signatory. Moscow, like Germany
collaborators during the Second World and France, is a guarantor of the Minsk
War. The so-called Anti-Terror
(continued on Page 18…)
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rather than a forthright condemnation. A
spokesman for UN chief Antonio
pact signed in 2015. The guarantors are
only obliged to advocate the signatories – Guterres said of the blockade in eastern
Kiev, LPR, DPR – to implement. Where Ukraine: «It is important that the civilian
is the EU’s advocacy to Kiev? In a week population trapped in the fighting is not
made to suffer more.» That is pathetic
when the Kiev regime is escalating its
criminal blockade on Donbas, the EU has cowardice and passive complicity in war
nothing to say, except warning Russia of crimes – by the UN.
continuing economic sanctions over nonState-sponsored crimes in Ukraine are
existent obligations.
part of a despicable general pattern.
Washington and its allies are moving to
Indeed, as Russia’s Chief of General
Staff General Valery Gerasimov pointed blockade North Korea with an armada of
cruise-missile-bearing submarines and
out this week, the EU’s financial and
warships. The US, Britain and their
military support for the Kiev regime –
without any pause over the latter’s gross Saudi client regime are already
blockading and starving millions of
violations – is a blank check for
people in Yemen. The same goes for
«provoking it to continue the war» and
Syria where that nation is blockaded by
avoid seeking a political solution.
the US and EU while it is trying to defeat
The reported arrival of US military
a terrorist proxy army sponsored by the
trainers this week to assist the Ukrainian US and EU.
Armed Forces on their side of the contact
Forget about the declared rationale and
line in Donbas is a further reward for bad
objectives
that these Western powers
behavior. Ominously, the DPR’s defense
claim.
The
fact is that blockading any
minister Eduard Basurin said the
country
and
inflicting collective
American military presence «was to
punishment
on
civilians is a war crime.
inspect the readiness of the Ukrainian
Armed Forces for combat operations». In
It is a final, barbaric resort by powers
the context of Kiev’s increasing blockade that have lost any legitimacy. Cutting off
on the civilian population in the region,
finances, food, water, power. By what
the military development takes on even
power? By what authority?
greater sinister significance. Is it an
Russia, China and Iran are already
attritional prelude to weaken the enemy? subject, to lesser degrees, to blockade by
More broadly, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov this week lamented the
«breakdown of international order».
Lavrov said the world was degenerating
from the lawlessness of having «no more
rules». The corollary of this unravelling
global situation is that nations are more
and more acting as if they are above the
law, routinely committing violations and
fueling conflicts, without restraint, shame
or even thin disguise. Ultimately, this
chronic degeneration is leading to world
war. Comparisons with the 1930s and
early 1900s are palpable. The breakdown
in capitalism is again the disorder of the
day.

Washington and its European vassals.
The Western economic sanctions on
Russia over the Western-induced
Ukrainian conflict testify to that. Also
US President Trump is issuing warnings
that if China does not comply with
tighter embargoes on North Korea, then
Beijing will also find itself sanctioned.
Iran is also threatened this week by the
US White House with facing tougher
sanctions over alleged misdemeanors.
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NUCLEAR BREAKTHROUGHS
ARE ENDANGERING THE
WORLD
By Conn Hallinan

A

t a time of growing tensions
between nuclear powers —
Russia and NATO in Europe,
and the U.S., North Korea, and China
in Asia — Washington has quietly
upgraded its nuclear weapons arsenal
to create, according to three leading
American scientists, “exactly what one
would expect to see, if a nuclear-armed
state were planning to have the
capacity to fight and win a nuclear war
by disarming enemies with a surprise
first strike.”
Writing in the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists, Hans Kristensen, director of
the Nuclear Information Project of the
Federation of American Scientists,
Matthew McKinzie of the National
Resources Defense Council, and
physicist and ballistic missile expert
Theodore Postol conclude that “Under
the veil of an otherwise-legitimate
warhead life-extension program,” the
U.S. military has vastly expanded the
“killing power” of its warheads such
that it can “now destroy all of Russia’s
ICBM silos.”
The upgrade — part of the Obama
administration’s $1 trillion
modernization of America’s nuclear
forces — allows Washington to
destroy Russia’s land-based nuclear
weapons, while still retaining 80
percent of U.S. warheads in reserve. If
Russia chose to retaliate, it would be
reduced to ash.
A Failure of Imagination

Any discussion of nuclear war
The US-led policy of blockade is being encounters several major problems.
First, it’s difficult to imagine or to
wielded like a weapon across the globe
grasp what it would mean in real life.
like never before. Russia, China and
We’ve only had one conflict involving
others cannot afford to let this
nuclear weapons — the destruction of
criminality go unchallenged. Some
What is happening in Ukraine is case in
tactical response is needed, like dropping Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 —
and the memory of those events has
point. An irresponsible regime of
the US dollar, before arrogant Western
faded over the years. In any case, the
bankrupt legitimacy is brazenly inflicting lawlessness takes the world over an
two bombs that flattened those
a policy of blockade and collective
abyss.
Japanese cities bear little resemblance
punishment, in conjunction with military Finian Cunningham is former editor and
to the killing power of modern nuclear
assault. And yet the supposed sponsors of writer for major news media organizations.
weapons.
the regime, Washington and the European He has written extensively on international
affairs, with articles published in several
Union, are mute on the matter.
The Hiroshima bomb exploded with a
languages. This article was first published by
The United Nations made a
(continued on Page 19…)
the Strategic Culture Foundation SCF
mealymouthed statement of ambiguity,
From Foreign Policy In Focus http://fpif.org/these-nuclear-breakthroughs-are-endangering-the-world/
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Before the super-fuze was deployed,
only
20 percent of U.S. subs had the
force of 15 kilotons, or kt. The Nagasaki
ability
to destroy re-enforced missile
bomb was slightly more powerful, at about
silos.
Today,
all have that capacity.
18 kt. Between them, they killed over
215,000 people. In contrast, the most
Trident II missiles typically carry
common nuclear weapon in the U.S.
from four to five warheads, but can
arsenal today, the W76, has an explosive
expand that up to eight. While the
power of 100 kt. The next most common, missile is capable of hosting as many as
the W88, packs a 475-kt punch.
12 warheads, that configuration would
violate current nuclear treaties. U.S.
Another problem is that most of the
submarines currently deploy about 890
public thinks nuclear war is impossible
warheads, of which 506 are W76s and
because both sides would be destroyed.
384 are W88s.
This is the idea behind the policy of

electro-magnetic radiation that such an
explosion generates would blind or
cripple radar systems over a broad
area. That would be followed with a
first strike.

now do the job, freeing the W88 for other
targets.

For the Russians, the upgrading of
U.S. sea-based missiles with the superfuze would be an ominous
development. By “shifting the capacity
to submarines that can move to missile
launch positions much closer to their
targets than land-based missiles,” the
three scientists conclude, “the U.S.
military has achieved a significantly
greater capacity to conduct a surprise
first strike against Russian ICBM
silos.”

At the time, calmer heads prevailed
and the Russians called off their alert,
but for a few minutes the doomsday
clock moved very close to midnight.

According to the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists, the 1995 crisis suggests that
Russia does not have “a reliable and
working global space-based satellite
Mutually Assured Destruction, aptly named The land-based ICBMs are
early warning system.” Instead,
“MAD.”
Minuteman III, each armed with three Moscow has focused on building
ground-based systems that give the
But MAD is not a U.S. military doctrine. warheads — 400 in total — ranging
from
300
kt
to
500
kt
apiece.
There
are
Russians less warning time than
A “first strike” attack has always been
also
air
and
sea-launched
nuclear
tipped
satellite-based ones do. What that
central to U.S. military planning, until
missiles
and
bombs.
The
Tomahawk
means is that while the U.S. would
recently. However, there was no guarantee
cruise
missiles
that
recently
struck
Syria
have about 30 minutes of warning time
that such an attack would so cripple an
can be configured to carry a nuclear
to investigate whether an attack was
opponent that it would be unable — or
warhead.
really taking place, the Russians would
unwilling, given the consequences of total
have 15 minutes or less.
annihilation — to retaliate.
The Technology Gap
That, according to the magazine,
The strategy behind a first strike —
The super-fuze also increases the
would
likely mean that “Russian
sometimes called a “counter force” attack possibility of an accidental nuclear
leadership
would have little choice but
— isn’t to destroy an opponent’s
conflict.
to
pre-delegate
nuclear launch
population centers, but to eliminate the
So far, the world has managed to
authority
to
lower
levels of command,”
other sides’ nuclear weapons, or at least
avoid a nuclear war, although during the hardly a situation that would be in the
most of them. Anti-missile systems would 1962 Cuban missile crisis it came
national security interests of either
then intercept a weakened retaliatory strike. distressingly close. There have also
country.
The technical breakthrough that suddenly been several scary incidents when U.S.
Or, for that matter, the world.
makes this a possibility is something called and Soviet forces went to full alert
the “super-fuze”, which allows for a much because of faulty radar images or a test
A recent study found that a nuclear
more precise ignition of a warhead. If the tape that someone thought was real.
war between India and Pakistan using
aim is to blow up a city, such precision is While the military downplays these
Hiroshima-sized weapons would
superfluous. But taking out a reinforced
events, former Secretary of Defense
generate a nuclear winter that would
missile silo requires a warhead to exert a
William Perry argues that it is pure luck make it impossible to grow wheat in
force of at least 10,000 pounds per square that we have avoided a nuclear
Russia and Canada and cut the Asian
inch on the target.
exchange — and that the possibility of Monsoon’s rainfall by 10 percent. The
Up until the 2009 modernization program, nuclear war is greater today than it was result would be up to 100 million
at the height of the Cold War.
deaths by starvation. Imagine what the
the only way to do that was to use the
outcome would be if the weapons were
much more powerful — but limited in
In part, this is because of a
the size used by Russia, China, or the
numbers — W88 warhead. Fitted with the technology gap between the U.S. and
U.S.
super-fuze, however, the smaller W76 can Russia.

Traditionally, land-based missiles are more
accurate than sea-based missiles, but the
former are more vulnerable to a first-strike
than the latter, because submarines are
good at hiding. The new super-fuze does
not increase the accuracy of Trident II
submarine missiles, but it makes up for that
with the precision of where the weapon
detonates. “In the case of the 100-kt
Trident II warhead,” write the three
scientists, “the super-fuze triples the killing
power of the nuclear force it is applied to.”

In January 1995, Russian early
warning radar on the Kola Peninsula
picked up a rocket launch from a
Norwegian island that looked as if it
was targeting Russia. In fact, the rocket
was headed toward the North Pole, but
Russian radar tagged it as a Trident II
missile coming in from the North
Atlantic. The scenario was plausible.
While some first strike attacks envision
launching a massive number of
missiles, others call for detonating a
large warhead over a target at about 800
miles altitude. The massive pulse of

(continued on Page 20…)
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Nuclear Forces Treaty, but it is also a
The U.S. Ohio class submarine is armed natural response to what are, from
Moscow’s view, alarming technological
with 24 Trident II missiles, carrying as
many as 192 warheads. The missiles can advances by the U.S. Had the Obama
administration reversed the 2002
be launched in less than a minute.
decision by George W. Bush’s
The Russians and Chinese have
administration to unilaterally withdraw
missile-firing submarines as well, but not from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,
as many, and some are close to obsolete. the new cruise might never have been
The U.S. has also seeded the world’s
deployed.
oceans and seas with networks of sensors
There are a number of immediate
to keep track of those subs. In any case,
steps
that the U.S. and the Russians
would the Russians or Chinese retaliate
could take to de-escalate the current
if they knew that the U.S. still retained
tensions. First, taking nuclear weapons
most of its nuclear strike force? Faced
off their hair-trigger status would
with a choice committing national
immediately reduce the possibility of
suicide or holding their fire, they may
accidental nuclear war. That could be
well choose the former.
followed by a pledge of “no first use” of
The other element in this
nuclear weapons.
modernization program that has Russia
If this does not happen, it will almost
and China uneasy is the decision by the
certainly result in an accelerated nuclear
Obama administration to place antimissile systems in Europe and Asia, and arms race. “I don’t know how this is all
going to end,” Putin told the St.
to deploy Aegis ship-based anti-missile
Petersburg delegates. “What I do know
systems off the Pacific and Atlantic
is that we will need to defend
coasts. From Moscow’s perspective —
ourselves.”
and Beijing’s as well — those
interceptors are there to absorb the few
THE BARREL BOMB
missiles that a first strike might miss.
CONUNDRUM
In reality, anti-missile systems are
By Craig Murray
pretty iffy. Once they migrate off the
April 30, 2017 "Information Clearing
drawing boards, their lethal efficiency
House" - Virtually every mainstream
drops rather sharply. Indeed, most of
media article or broadcast on the United
them can’t hit the broad side of a barn.
But that’s not a chance the Chinese and States aerial massacre of Syrian
government troops, manages to work in
the Russians can afford to take.
a reference to barrel bombs as though
Speaking at the St. Petersburg
this in some way justifies or mitigates
International Forum in June 2016,
the US action.
Russian President Valdimir Putin
charged that U.S. anti-missile systems in It is a fascinating example of a
propaganda meme. Barrel bombs are
Poland and Romania were not aimed at
being used by Syrian government forces,
Iran, but at Russia and China. “The
Iranian threat does not exist, but missile though on a pretty small scale. They are
an improvised weapon made by packing
defense systems continue to be
conventional explosive into a beer
positioned.” He added, “a missile
barrel. They are simply an amateur
defense system is one element of the
version of a conventional weapon, and
whole system of offensive military
they are far less “effective” – meaning
potential.”
devastating – than the professionally
Unraveling Arms Accords
made munitions the UK and US are
The danger here is that arms agreements dropping on Syria, or supplying to the
will begin to unravel if countries decide Saudis to kill tens of thousands of
civilians in Yemen, or to Israel to drop
that they are suddenly vulnerable. For
the Russians and the Chinese, the easiest on children in Gaza.
solution to the American breakthrough is If a bomb were to drop near me, I would
to build a lot more missiles and
much prefer it to be a barrel bomb as it
warheads, and treaties be dammed.
would be less likely to kill me than the
UK and US manufactured professional
The new Russian cruise missile may
variety. If however my guts were to be
indeed strain the Intermediate-Range
From Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/46962.htm
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eviscerated by flying hunks of white hot
metal, I would not particularly care
what kind of bomb it was. The blanket
media use of “barrel bomb” as though it
represents something uniquely
inhumane is a fascinating example of
propaganda, especially set beside the
repeated ludicrous claims that British
bombs do not kill civilians.
It is of course only part of the media
distortion around the Syria debacle.
Western intervention is aimed at
supporting various Saudi backed
jihadist militias to take over the country,
irrespective of the fact that they commit
appalling atrocities. These the media
label “democratic forces”. At the same
time, we are attacking other Saudi
controlled jihadists on the grounds that
they are controlled by the wrong kind of
Saudi. You see, chopping off the heads
of dissidents and gays is OK if you are
one of the Saudis who directly controls
the Saudi oil resources. It is not OK if
you do it freelance and are one of the
Saudis who is merely acting at the
covert behest of the other Saudis who
control the Saudi oil resources.
I do hope that is clear.
Craig Murray is an author, broadcaster and
human rights activist. He was British
Ambassador to Uzbekistan from August
2002 to October 2004 and Rector of the
University of Dundee from 2007 to 2010.
https://www.craigmurray.org.ukfrom
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somehow, in the public mind, it doesn’t
matter.

Jones returned to the US radicalized.
The “thin crust of lie” was just that: a
The Most Dangerous Spy You’ve Never
The occasion for the conference was the thin crust. There was more. Jones didn’t
Heard Of
want to be living the entire hidden
entrance into the US of Louis Posada
by Susan Babbitt
Carriles, jailed in Venezuela (he escaped) iceberg of lies.
May 23, 2017
for master-minding the shooting down of
The “thin crust of lie”, undetectable,
a
Cuban
plane,
killing
all
aboard
(1976).
explains
a slogan of the anti-war
na Belén Montes gave
Posada
confessed
his
responsibility
to
movement:
“There are no innocents”. It
classified information to Cuba
Ann
Louise
Bardach
(New
York
Times).
means
that
a
comfortable white life was
for 17 years before her arrest
He
walks
free
in
the
US
despite
the
collusion
in
the
slaughter in Vietnam.
in 2001 for espionage. Pleading guilty,
evidence.
He
celebrates
his
birthdays
on
Lifestyles
generate
and nurture values
she avoided conviction for treason,
and beliefs. They support myths making
which carries the death sentence. She is camera, before the media.
it easy to explain away truths, even
called “the most dangerous spy you’ve
In John Pilger’s documentary, War on
obvious ones. We offer our daily
never heard of.”[i] She deserves to be Democracy, Pilger interviews Sister
consent, quietly, comfortably.
known now.
Diana Ortiz, a US citizen raped and
ANA BELÉN MONTES

A

Her story shows the personal cost of
some truths. I don’t mean the suffering
endured in prison, a predictable result
of breaking US law. I mean the cost of
believing, as US citizen and
government employee, truths about US
state terror, supported by evidence. The
truths are well-known, or at least
readily available. But they’re not easily
believed, even when known to be true.

beaten by US servicemen protecting the
dictatorship in El Salvador. Ortiz says,
“When I hear people express surprise
about Abhu Graib [site of US torture in
Iraq], I ask myself ‘What planet are they
living on? Don’t they know the history of
our country?’”

It’s not that they don’t know the
history. It is that they possess the facts,
know they are true, and don’t assimilate
By the time Montes began spying for them. They want to think the US is
the Cubans, the US had been carrying “leader of the free world”. It is not hard to
out a ruthless “war against subversion” see – thanks to books, documentaries,
across Latin America for decades. The declassified documents, journal articles,
and conferences – that US foreign policy
targets were anyone who resisted, or
has nothing to do with freedom and
might resist, US hegemony in the
democracy. However, we have to care to
region. Operation Condor, formed in
know.
the early seventies, enabled
multinational death squads to carry out
Ana Belén Montes says she doesn’t
state-sponsored cross-border political
want to be treated as a hero. True, she
repression.
shouldn’t have to be a hero. What she did
was believe the obvious. She told the
Unionists, peasant leaders, party
sentencing judge, “I engaged in the
activists, students, teachers, priests,
activity that brought me before you
nuns – indeed, whole social sectors –
because I obeyed my conscience”.
were targets. The CIA provided new
forms of torture. In Uruguay, for
In 1960, apolitical Beat poet, Leroi
example, a “parallel apparatus” used
Jones, went to Cuba “determined not to be
homeless beggars for torture training.
‘taken’”. Returning to the US, in his
In a soundproof room, instructors
famous “Cuba Libre”, he denounced the
demonstrated the effects on the body of “thin crust of lie that we cannot even
electric voltage and chemical
detect in our own thinking”.
substances. The test subjects died.[ii]
Jones detected that “crust of lie”
In 2005, a special conference was
organized in Havana on terrorism.
Speakers from Latin America, the US
and Europe presented research, often
drawing upon declassified US
documents, about CIA-inspired terror
tactics of Operation Condor. The
recurring theme, in presentation after
presentation, was impunity: The data
piles up. It is widely diffused. Yet

Ana Belén Montes could have
dismissed what she knew to be true
about the US war on democracy. She is,
in the end, a hero just because of what
she believed, because she has believed
it, and because she continues to do so.
Fidel Castro said about Che Guevara
after his death that Guevara insisted on
the power of example. There’s a
philosophical point here: We are
interdependent creatures, always giving
to and receiving from the beings,
human and non-human, with whom we
interact. It was Marx’s naturalistic
vision of who we are as human beings:
part of nature, dependent upon others
even for thinking.
Such naturalism is expressed also by
smart, sensitive thinkers across the
ages. The Buddha was one, as was José
Martí, leader of Cuba’s last
independence war against Spain. It is
simply a scientific fact that how we
think depends, in ways we often do not
know, on the people and stories we
surround ourselves with. They speak to
us silently, continually, at myriad
levels. We don’t think alone, contrary
to the liberal/libertarian myth that we
live “from within”, hearing an “inner
voice”.

That “inner voice” is always the
voice
of others, indeed whole histories
because of what he felt, in Cuba. He
of
others.
expected Cubans to be indoctrinated, even
evil. Instead, he experienced them as
It’s why certain examples matter so
happy, interesting and smart. He describes much and why they’re worth working
a feeling, a human connection. It
for. They may be all we have to see
contradicted his beliefs. He gave up the
through the lies, well-known lies that
beliefs.
they are. The hidden histories matter to
Jones could have dismissed his feelings what can be imagined, morally. It’s no
surprise we haven’t heard about Ana
as crazy, and maintained his web of
Belén Montes. Such a significant
beliefs. That would have been more
comfortable, even praiseworthy. Instead,

(continued on Page 22…)

From Counter Punch http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/05/23/the-most-dangerous-spy-youve-never-heard-of-ana-belen-montes/
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(continued from Page 21…)
example is hidden deliberately. The press,
without evidence, suggests she was
mentally ill.
Ana Belén Montes must no longer be
hidden.
Speaking truth to power is relatively
easy. Believing it is more challenging.
Murdered Honduran activist Berta Cáceres
said North Americans are too attached to
our comfort. It affects moral imagination.
For those of us who benefit from the US
Empire, it is not possible to believe what
is clearly true about that Empire without
personal cost. It’s just the nature of reason
and its dependence on surroundings.
The “thin crust of lie” gets ever thicker.
We need the example of Ana Belén
Montes more than ever.
Notes.
[i] Jim Popkin The Washington Post
http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/feature/wp/2013/
04/18/ana-montes-did-much-harm-spying-for-cubachances-are-you-havent-heard-ofher/?utm_term=.d3e99f7d9503
[ii] J. Patrice McSherry, “Death squads as parallel
forces: Uruguay, Operation Condor, and the United
States”
Journal of Third World Studies. 24.1 (Spring 2007):
23

Susan Babbitt is author of Humanism and
Embodiment (Bloomsbury 2014).

DIGGING UP THE DUTCH
COLONIAL PAST
By Michael Vatikiotis
27 Apr, 2017

I

n a world where liberal notions of
truth and justice seem to be in
headlong retreat, one small European
country’s efforts to address war crimes
allegedly committed long ago offers a ray
of hope for victims of conflict and the
battered idea of transitional justice.
The Netherlands has taken the
extraordinary step of launching a belated
inquiry into the armed struggle that
transformed the Dutch East Indies into the
republic of Indonesia seventy years ago.
Indonesia’s revolution was a short,
scrappy affair. After declaring
independence on the front lawn of a city
bungalow in Jakarta on 17 August 1945,
the new republic’s leadership bickered
over the best way to defeat the Dutch,
while its fledgling army, a rag tag mob of
brigands and idealists, skirmished with
colonial forces clinging to empire.

Indonesian narratives of this brief era of
struggle are surprisingly sparse—
snatches of autobiography, a lot of fiery
poetry, and a few novels. Serious
historical accounts were mainly written
by foreigners.
Much or all of this fractured history
may now be revised with serious
implications not just for what is
considered the truth, but also for the
consequence of some of the period’s
worst violence. The Dutch government,
in a controversial move both in
Indonesia and the Netherlands, has
launched an inquiry into the events of
the period spanning 1945-50.

defeat in 1945. For years afterwards,
the Dutch government insisted there
was nothing to be ashamed of. But
after more than seventy years, and
with very few of the veterans still
around, that position is changing.
‘The question therefore arises’, notes
the academic coalition running the
inquiry, ‘as to whether the stance
taken by the government in 1969,
namely “that the armed forces as a
whole acted correctly in Indonesia”
can still be defended’.

And not just the Dutch military
forces. The inquiry will focus initially
on the murky period immediately
The decision taken by the government after the Japanese surrender in August
1945 and before the main military
last December involves renowned
force sent by the Dutch to retake
academic institutes in the Netherlands
Indonesia arrived in early 1946.
and will draw on a wide range of
Known in Indonesian as bersiap, (the
sources, including a call for the public
both in Indonesia and the Netherlands to preparation), it was time of
repercussions on all sides after four
come forward with recollections,
photographs and documents. Seldom, if hard years of Japanese occupation. It
ever, has a former colonial power taken was in this period of a few months,
so open an approach to delving into the the inquiry team notes, that: ‘many
thousands of Europeans, Indoviolent past.
Europeans, as well as Chinese and
The revelations will have
Indonesians accused of collaborating
repercussions not only in the
with the Dutch colonial rule, became
Netherlands; the Indonesian side was
the victims of widespread and brutal
also responsible for violence—much of violence, perpetrated by organized
it targeting Indonesians. A revolt by
and unorganised Indonesian militant
leftist leaders in 1948 against the
groups’.
fledgling republican government was
This will be acutely sensitive in
brutally put down in Madiun, East Java.
Indonesia,
where victimhood lies
The Dutch inquiry will open old wounds
deeply
buried
because of the absence
and could bring forth demands for
of
legal
protection,
either for the
justice and compensation on both sides.
victims or their persecutors.
One reason it took so long for the
Transitional justice efforts have
inquiry to happen was the resistance of mostly fallen on stony ground in the
veterans from the Dutch forces that
(continued on Page 23…)
invaded Indonesia after the Japanese

From New Mandala http://www.newmandala.org/digging-dutch-colonial-past/ © Copyright 2017 New Mandala
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A BETTER MOUSETRAP

post-1998 reform era. Questions
surrounding culpability for the deaths of
around half a million Indonesians in a
witch hunt against members of the
Indonesian Communist Party after 1965
have dogged democratically elected
governments over the past decade.

A

Despite promises of an investigation
and apology, nothing has been done. Last
year a group of Indonesian activists
convened a ‘People’s Tribunal’ in The
Hague where a panel of independent
judges ruled that the killings amounted to
genocide and that some Western
governments were implicated as well.
Former Indonesian Attorney General
Marzuki Darusman believes that the
Dutch inquiry could be cathartic. ‘Such a
format of getting to the truth of what
happened after 1945 could be a way of
resolving nearer past issues such as what
happened in 1965’, he said.
The Dutch government by contrast has
shown a remarkable willingness to subject
its security forces to scrutiny and
prosecution. In 2014, a Dutch court ruled
that Dutch soldiers who were members of
a UN peacekeeping force in BosniaHerzegovina were culpable for the deaths
of 300 Bosniaks who in July 1995 had
sought shelter from Serbian forces in
Srebrenica but were surrendered by the
Dutch into Serbian hands then killed,
along with almost 5,000 others, mostly
women and children.
The Dutch inquiry into the Indonesian
revolution perhaps has a wider
significance, for it comes at a time of
concern about the erosion of international
norms and values in a world of fading
idealism, rising populist nationalism, and
decaying global cooperation. It is quite
possible that an inquiry led by liberal
academics half a world away from where
their countrymen used violent means in
the defence of empire could mean a whole
lot more than spending three million
Euros of Dutch public money on the
closure of an ugly chapter of history: it
could help keep alive the promise of
justice for millions of other victims of war
crimes around the world.
Michael Vatikiotis is Asia Director of the
Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue. His new
book Blood & Silk: Power and Conflict in
Modern Southeast Asia is published by
Weidenfeld & Nicolson in June 2017.
Photograph: KITLV/NIMH/NIOD.
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There is no physical protection
against nuclear weapons. The only
By David Krieger
strategy to assure against nuclear war is
23 March 2017
to negotiate the abolition of nuclear
lbert Einstein noted, “Mankind weapons—with inspection and
invented the atomic bomb, but verification procedures to make sure
no mouse would ever construct existing arsenals are eliminated and
never rebuilt.
a mousetrap.”
Late in March 2017, negotiations for
a new treaty to ban and eliminate
nuclear weapons will begin at the
United Nations. Even though most—
perhaps all—nuclear-armed countries
will not participate in the negotiations,
In the mid-1980s, the world reached the talks will be extremely significant
a high of 70,000 nuclear weapons, with for clarifying the illegality of the
more than 95 percent of them in the
weapons, and for setting new
arsenals of the United States and Soviet international norms against the threat or
Union. Since then, the number has
use of nuclear weapons.
fallen to under 15,000. While this
In the meantime, Donald Trump has
downward trend is positive, the world’s
tweeted about wanting the United
nuclear countries possess enough
nuclear weapons to destroy the human States to “greatly strengthen and
expand its nuclear capability”; he’s also
species many times over.
told the world that, when it comes to
In 72 years, nuclear weapons have
nuclear weapons, he wants the United
been used only twice in warfare—at
States to be at “the top of the pack.” In
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August
making such statements, he is
1945. But the United States and Russia demonstrating his lack of knowledge
have come far too close to using them
about nuclear dangers and, in fact,
on many other occasions, including
risking the instigation of a new nuclear
during the tense days of the 1962
arms race.
Cuban Missile Crisis.
Rather than understanding, as
Nuclear weapons pose an
President Reagan and other nuclearextraordinary risk, one that could result armed leaders discovered, that
in rapid human extinction. Their use
“[n]uclear war cannot be won, and must
could be triggered by malice or
never be fought,” Trump seems intent
mistake. Either way, the consequences on building a bigger and better trap for
would be catastrophic.
destroying the human species. His
Nuclear weapons and human
bravado is dangerous. Nuclear weapons
fallibility are an extremely dangerous
are equal opportunity destroyers.
and volatile mix. These weapons test
Although humans invented the atomic
our morality, our intelligence, and our bomb, they are not condemned to being
capacity for species survival.
caught in its trap. To avoid the trap,
people must demand far more of
Nuclear deterrence is not a shield
political leaders, including Trump,
against nuclear weapons. It is a
insisting that they commence good-faith
psychological theory about human
negotiations now for nuclear zero.
behavior. If the leaders of nuclear
We humans have created the
equivalent of a mousetrap for
ourselves. And we’ve constructed tens
of thousands of them over the seven
decades of the Nuclear Age.

weapon states truly believed in nuclear
deterrence, they would not need to
build missile defenses for protection
against a nuclear attack. And missile
defense systems are far from reliable,
often failing in test situations.
Sometimes, the tests are cancelled
because of bad weather or cloud cover.
But there is no international treaty
requiring nuclear attacks to be
conducted only on sunny days.

From On Line Opinion http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=18698

David Krieger is a founder and president of
the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation. He is
the author of Zero: The Case for Nuclear
Weapons Abolition.
From Bulletin of Atomic Scientists
http://thebulletin.org/better-mousetrap10638

The release of atomic energy has not
created a new problem. It has merely
made more urgent the necessity of
solving an existing one.
~Albert Einstein
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POETRY
Dear Friends,
This is the poem that I read at today's Alternative to ANZAC
ceremony. It was written two years ago after I visited our grand
children's school at Broad Bay. They had been given white
crosses to plant in the school grounds. This had provoked a lot
of parental concern. Some felt that it was like planting a
cemetery in the school ground... anyway, Leunig had also
written a nice piece for ANZAC day which inspired me to
reflect on what soldiers would feel about their experiences
being used for a variety of 21st century political purposes.
Here it is.

I don’t want young children
Imagining
that being killed in action
Is any more glorious than being killed
in a car crash..
I don't want white crosses in school grounds
Youth ambassadors at Gallipoli
National lies about sacrifice,
freedom and democracy.

- Kevin Clements
-----------------------ANZAC Day 2015
Kevin Clements with thanks to Leunig.
“My courage failed
My strength did not endure
I broke down frightened and alone.
I did not sacrifice my life,
It was taken from me
As there I lay half mad and trembling.
Please no bugle call, no flag, no volley
I died human.” Leunig.

Please don't lie in peace about
What I felt in war.
Please don't use my shortened
Life for your political advantage.
Please let me be what I was;
A man of my time,
A man conscripted and killed for no purpose,
A man who died hopeful
That others
would refuse to do the same.
Please do that in my name.
I am an Anti War Creature

I was shot in war,
my body broken,
bloodied and dismembered.
I never made it back
and have no grave
to mark the spot.
My family never found me
And I remain in Turkish dust.
A hundred years on,
My body, my blood,
my dreams ,
were not given for you
in remembrance of me.
They have been expropriated
for a national communion.

War is no more
Like before
War is all that politicians adore
War is hate, blood and death we abhor
War is erasing earth’s core
War is closing life’s door
War kills innocence that you ignore
War is widening the gap between the four
The East, the West, the South and the North
War will just devour
Our entire civilization store
You, warriors, what do-you explore?
Your humanity and manhood I implore
You are throwing seas offshore
War murdered children then tore
Their parents under their eyes on the floor
Would you, please, tell me what’s the score?

Please don't do this in my name.

Copyright © ZINE Hadjira | Year Posted 2015

I want no muffled walk, dawn parades,
Fawning Prime Ministers, and Governors General.
I loathe last posts and know there will be
No reveille.

haiku anti war
babies are buried
now we are happy relaxed
single missile lost
Copyright © RAJAT KANTI CHAKRABARTY |
Year Posted 2015

“I am an Anti-War Creature” is from Poetry Soup https://www.poetrysoup.com/poem/i_am_an_anti_war_creature_657893
Haiku is from https://www.poetrysoup.com/poem/haiku_anti_war_638684
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Putin how this serious situation could be Washington and New York, and Europe
defused.
ceases to exist, as it will if Europe
Washington is Preparing a Nuclear First
Americans do not even know about it, continues the confrontation with Russia
Strike on Russia.
as is required from Washington’s wellexcept for my readers.
By Paul Craig Roberts
paid vassals.
I would have expected at least that the
“Fifty years ago, the streets of
Within the last several years I
CIA would have planted the story in the
Leningrad taught me one thing: If a
reported
the Chinese government’s
Washington Post, the New York Times,
fight is inevitable, you must strike first.” CNN, MSNBC, and NPR that General
reaction to US war plans for a nuclear
Vladimir Putin
strike on China. The Chinese showed
Poznihir was expressing his personal
how their submarines would destroy the
May 13, 2017 "Information Clearing
opinion, nothing to be taken seriously.
West Coast of the US and their ICBMs
House" But apparently Americans and their
European vassals are not to even know would finish off the rest of the country.
n George Orwell’s 1949 dystopian
that such an accussation was made.
I reported all of this, and it produced
novel, 1984, information that no
no
response. The Memory Hole wasn’t
longer is consistent with Big
As I reported some time ago and more
needed,
as neither Washington nor the
Brother’s explanations is chucked down recently in my column about North
presstitutes
nor the Internet noticed.
the Memory Hole. In the real American Korea, the Chinese leadership has also
This
is
insouciance
to the thousandth
dystopia in which we currently live, the concluded that the US intends a nuclear
degree.
information is never reported at all.
first strike against China.
In America and its subservient,
On April 26—16 days ago—Lt. Gen.
Alone either Russia or China can
crawling
on their knees vassal states,
Viktor Poznihir, Deputy Chief of the
destroy the US. If they act together, the
the information never gets reported, so
Main Operations Directorate of the
destruction of the US would be
it never has to be put down the Memory
Russian Armed Forces, stated at the
redundant. What is the intelligence, if
Hole.
Moscow International Security
any, and morality, clearly none, of the
Conference that the Operations
US leadership that recklessly and
If you convince someone that you are
Command of the Russian General Staff
irresponsibly invites Russia and China
going to kill them, they are going to kill
has concluded that Washington is
to preempt Washington’s attack on them you first. A government, such as what
preparing a nuclear first strike on Russia. with an attack on the US?
exists in Washington, that convinces
See:
Surely not even insouciant Americans powerful countries that they are
are
so stupid as to think that Russia and targeted, is a government that has no
https://www.rt.com/news/386276-usrespect whatsoever for the lives of its
China will just sit there and wait for
missile-shield-russia-strike/
own people or the peoples of the world
Washington’s nuclear attack.
http://www.fort-russ.com/2017/04/usor for any life on planet Earth.
I lived through every stage of the
forces-preparing-sudden-nuclear.html
Such a government as Washington is
Cold War. I participated in it. Never in
https://www.timesevil
beyond all measure, as are the
my life have I experienced the situation
gazette.com/ap%20general%20news/201 where two nuclear powers were
media whores and European, Canadian,
6/10/12/russia-china-to-mull-jointAustralian, and Japanese vassal states
convinced that the third was going to
response-to-us-missile-shield
that serve Washington at the expense of
surprise them with a nuclear attack.
their own citizens.
http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/04/
I supported Trump because he, unlike
us-forces-preparing-sudden-nuclearDespite all their efforts to believe
Hillary, said he would normalize
strike-on-russia-moscow-securityotherwise,
the Russian and Chinese
relations with Russia. Instead he has
conference/
leaderships
have finally arrived,
raised the tensions between the nuclear
belatedly,
at
the realization that
The Times-Gazett in Ashland, Ohio, was powers. Nothing is more irresponsible
Washington
is
evil to the core and is the
the only US print media that a Google
or dangerous.
agent
of
Satan.
search could turn up that reported this
We currently are in the most
most alarming of all announcements. A
For Russia and China, the Satanic
dangerous situation of my lifetime, and
Google search turned up no reports on
Evil
that rules in the West has reduced
there is ZERO AWARENESS AND NO
the
choice
for Russia and China to them
US TV, and none on Canadian,
DISCUSSION!
Australian, European, or any other media
or us.
How can this be? Putin has been
except RT and Internet sites.
Dr. Paul Craig Roberts was Assistant
issuing warnings for years. He has told
Secretary of the Treasury for Economic
I have been unable to find any report
the Western presstitute media on more
Policy and associate editor of the Wall
that any US Senator or Representative or than one occasion that they, in their
Street Journal. Roberts' latest books are The
any European, Canadian, or Australian
dishonesty, are pushing the world to
Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism and
politician has raised a voice of concern. nuclear war. Putin has said over and
Economic Dissolution of the West, How
America Was Lost, and The
No one in Washington got on the
over, “I issue warnings and no one
telephone to tell Putin that this was all a hears.” “How do I get through to you?” Neoconservative Threat to World Order.
mistake, that the US was not preparing a
Maybe the morons will hear when
nuclear first strike on Russia, or ask
mushroom clouds appear over
ARE YOU READY TO DIE?

I

From Information Clearing House http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/47035.htm
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Richard Broinowski is President of the New South Wales Chapter of the Australian Institute of International Affairs, a writer, and a
former Australian Ambassador to the Republic of Korea.
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First they came for the Communists
but I was not a Communist –
so I said nothing.
Then they came for the Social Democrats
but I was not a Social Democrat –
so I did nothing.
Then they came for the trade unionists
but I was not a trade unionist.
And then they came for the Jews
but I was not a Jew –
so I did little.
Then when they came for me
there was no one left
who could speak out for me.
Pastor Martin Neimoller, 1937
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